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Abstract
Secondary air, known as purge air, is injected through seals in the hub and shroud
of axial turbines to prevent hot gas ingestion into the endwall cavities. An investiga-
tion into the interaction of purge flow with turbine main flow has been undertaken,
to determine where losses are generated, how they are generated, and what are the
most effective ways for reducing them. The effect of purge flow design on the sys-
tem’s susceptibility to ingestion was also studied. Tools developed for accomplishing
these objectives include: a consistent framework for isolating entropy generated due
to viscous effects, a procedure for factoring out individual loss categories, and a linear
model for secondary air flow response to the main flow pressure field. These tools,
applied to steady computations, elucidate four routes through which change in loss
generation is brought about by purge air injection: a shear layer between purge and
main streams, modification of the secondary flow through the blade passage, an in-
crease in degree of reaction, and the potential for reducing tip clearance flow (for
the case of purge flow injected from the shroud). It was further determined that
purge air mass flow and swirl velocity are effective parameters for mitigating loss,
with a potential for 70% reduction in purge flow losses. By contrast, purge slot ax-
ial inclination and gap width do not affect the loss characteristics of purge flow by
more than 6%. The benefit of pre-swirling purge flow can be negated by decreased
sealing effectiveness, if ingestion is driven by the pressure non-uniformity associated
with the rotor upstream influence. However for a representative vane-rotor stage,
in which the vane-induced circumferential pressure non-uniformity dominates in the
intra vane-rotor gap, pre-swirling purge flow can be beneficial to deterring hot gas
ingestion. Finally a framework has been formulated for assessing the time-averaged
impact of unsteady vane-rotor interaction on purge flow-induced loss generation. Pre-
liminary results suggest that flow unsteadiness can result in substantially higher losses
associated with purge flow injection.
Thesis Supervisor: Choon S. Tan
Title: Senior Research Engineer of Aeronautics and Astronautics
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In the past decade, industrial gas turbines have by far become the most popular
type of plant for power generation, due to their compactness, low emissions and
potential for power-heat cogeneration. In the effort to increase energy conversion
efficiency, engineers have raised turbine inlet temperatures to well above the melting
point of advance alloys. Turbine blades are generally protected by expensive thermal
barrier coatings and various forms of internal and film cooling. However, in order
to prevent hot gases from being ingested into the unprotected cavities outside the
design flowpath1, cool air bled from the compressor is used to purge the gaps at the
endwalls, as illustrated in Fig. 1-1.
These secondary air streams, referred to as sealing flows or purge flows, inter-
act with the mainstream flow to generate losses. As materials limitations make it
increasingly difficult to improve gas turbine performance by further raising turbine
inlet temperature and compressor pressure ratio, designers have turned their atten-
tion to cooling and purge flow losses. While it has been demonstrated that certain
injection schemes can lead to a reduction in purge flow-related losses, the flow pro-
cesses that underlie the observed improvements are not well understood. The overall
goal of this research is to delineate the various loss mechanisms associated with purge
flow injection and trace them back to the specific purge flow characteristics.
1Hot gases can gain access to such cavities through clearances between rotating and stationary
components, as well as through gaps in the endwalls that are used for platform cooling
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Figure 1-1: schematic of mainstream and purge flows in the first stage
an axial turbine
1.1 Literature Review
The existing literature on this subject has been helpful in guiding the research leading
to the results in this work. Pau et. al. [2] found that injecting purge flow leads to an
increase in efficiency, mainly due to the modification of the shock system downstream
of the stator. However, most studies show efficiency penalties associated with purge
flow injection. Kost and Nicklas [3] noted the potential for increasing the horseshoe
vortex if the purge slot traverses the saddle point. Reid et. al. [1] conducted mea-
surements and calculations, suggesting two loss mechanisms associated with purge
flow interacting with the mainstream flow: one due to the mixing of the sealant flow
with the mainstream flow and the other due to the change in the flow through a
downstream blade row. However these two mechanisms were not rigorously isolated
and quantified in terms of purge flow parameters. Ong et. al. [4] uses an analytical
mixing model to isolate the loss due to mixing of the purge and mainstream flows,
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and links the additional losses to a change in flow angles. More recently, Popovic
and Hodson [5] have identified three regimes for loss depending on purge mass flow
rate and sealing effectiveness. Some new vortical structures have been observed [6] to
emerge from a purge slot on a linear cascade, and have been suggested as a cause of
enhanced losses. In terms of design improvements, a number of publications [1][7][5]
have pointed to the potential for reducing losses through swirling of purge flow prior
to injection. McLean et. al. [8] studied three types of injection configurations, and
actually observed an increase in efficiency from one of them.
Clearly, a substantial amount of research has been done on secondary air losses.
However, a lack of clarity in the causal relationship between these losses and their
drivers still prevents a systematic approach to the design of purge flow injection
systems.
1.2 Objectives of Present Work
The ultimate goal of this work is to provide the fundamental understanding necessary
to improve turbine performance, through intentional design of the purge flow system.
To achieve this goal, the following specific objectives were pursued:
1. Identify where and how additional losses are generated due to purge flow injec-
tion
2. Quantify these losses in terms of purge flow design parameters
3. Establish scaling rules and propose design guidelines based on the acquired
knowledge
4. Identify if and how the proposed design modifications affect the susceptibility
of the system to ingest mainstream gases, and reevaluate design guidelines
Computational tools were used, in conjunction with various post-processing tech-
niques for establishing traceability of purge flow losses to responsible flow features.
Analytical models were formulated when necessary. For the present, experimental
validation relies on the published literature.
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1.3 Contributions and Findings
The key findings of this work include new insight into mechanisms for loss gener-
ation and ingestion, as well as clear guidelines for design improvement. These are
summarized below:
1. For purge flow injected at the hub, every 1% purge flow increases stage losses
by roughly 8%. This penatly is associated with three effects: a shear layer
between purge and mainstream flows (which accounts for 1/2 of the penalty),
interaction of purge flow with secondary flows through the blade passage, and
increased tip-clearance flow and blade wetted losses due to an increased degree
of reaction.
2. Purge flow injected from the shroud upstream of an unshrouded rotor introduces
the beneficial effect of tip-clearance flow suppression. Consequently, shroud-
injected purge flow does not result in significant losses.
3. Aside from the change in reaction, all of the above effects are driven by cir-
cumferential (swirl) velocity mismatch between purge and mainstream flows.
Swirling purge flow prior to injection can potentially reduce losses of hub-
injected purge flow by 2/3. Swirling shroud-injected purge flow does not result
in significant additional benefit, as there is a tradeoff between purge flow losses
and tip clearance flow suppression.
4. Gap width and injection angle are not effective design parameters for mitigating
loss. Their combined effect can reduce purge flow losses by 5-6% only.
5. In the presence of a circumferential pressure non-uniformity associated with
the rotor upstream influence, pre-swirling purge flow has the effect of reducing
sealing effectiveness. The increased requirement for purge flow essentially off-
sets the benefit of pre-swirling. However, a linear analysis of the phenomenon
demonstrates that, if it is the stationary vane that dominates the pressure non-
uniformity in the NGV-rotor gap, pre-swirling of purge flow is beneficial both
with regard to loss and ingestion.
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6. Preliminary results indicated that flow unsteadiness has a significant impact on
the losses associated with purge-mainstream flow interaction.
Aspects of the approach and tools used to accomplish the research objectives also
constitute original contributions. In particular, multiple levels of modeling were used
to systematically delineate between different loss mechanisms. A way for isolating
viscous losses was developed, using appropriate averaging of flow quantities. Volu-
metric entropy generation rate was used, in conjunction with a rigorous definition of
secondary flow, to relate loss generation to responsible flow features. To the author’s
knowledge, the linear analysis, developed for identifying the conditions under which
ingestion is likely to occur, is also new. Finally, a framework has been formulated for
loss accounting in unsteady, non-uniform flow situations.
1.4 Organization
The chapters in this thesis are organized as follows: First, the framework of research
approach is presented, providing a high level overview of how the research objectives
will be addressed. A separate chapter is then devoted to defining loss in the context
of turbomachinery, and its relation to entropy. Some challenges in using entropy
as a measure of loss are also addressed. Chapters 4 - 7 contain the key results.
Losses in the baseline case with no purge flow are presented first. The effects of
purge flow injection on stage losses are treated in two chapters: the first identifying
the various effects, and the second quantifying these to arrive at practical design
guidelines. Chapter 7 reevaluates these guidelines, considering the issue of purge flow
sealing effectiveness and ingestion susceptibility. Chapter 8 develops loss accounting
procedures for unsteady flow and presents some preliminary unsteady results. All
findings are summarized in the Conclusion, and future work in the areas of unsteady
computations and experimental assessment are suggested.
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Chapter 2
Research Approach
In order to establish causality between flow features related to purge flow and their
effect on loss, it was necessary to develop a systematic research approach. The key
features of this approach include: multiple levels of modeling, systematic variation
of a range of design parameters, use of both computational and analytical tools, and
entropy as a measure of loss. This chapter will devote a section to each of these
features, describing the details and the utility of each.
2.1 Multiple Levels of Modeling
To allow for a systematic delineation of the loss mechanisms associated with purge
flow injection, three models of purge flow interacting with mainstream flow are con-
ceived. The first model, illustrated in Fig. 2-1(a), consists of purge flow injection into
a simple axisymmetric throughflow (an abstraction of a turbine in the form of an
annular duct with no blades). The second model, depicted in Fig. 2-1(b), consists of
a full three dimensional blade passage, with a mixing plane interface between nozzle
guide vane (NGV) and rotor domains. This model adds the additional complexity
of circumferential non-uniformity due to the presence of rotor blades, but does not
include unsteady NGV-rotor interaction due to the mixing plane downstream of the
NGV. The final model does away with the mixing plane approximation, allowing for
unsteady effects to be investigated for their time-averaged impact on turbine perfor-
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(a) Axisymmetric model
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NGV Rotor 
Inflow
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Shroud Purge Slot 
(b) Three dimensional blade passage with mixing plane
Figure 2-1: axisymmetric and three dimensional models
mance. The characteristics of the representative first stage high pressure unshrouded
turbine used for this investigation are listed in Table 2.1.
Comparing the axisymmetric model to the steady three dimensional model allows
for loss mechanisms present in the former to be factored out, revealing additional loss
mechanisms present in the latter. Unsteady effects can also be isolated by comparing
steady and unsteady models. This thesis will focus on the first two models (axisym-
metric and steady three dimensional). Chapter 8 develops post processing techniques
for unsteady flow and presents some preliminary unsteady results, paving the way for
future work in that direction.
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Table 2.1: characteristics of a representative turbine stage
Quantity Value Quantity Value
Ω 2749 [rad/s] U 300 [m/s]
ARR 1.11 pi 0.546
MR,in 0.785 Λ 0.412
Ψ 2.17 Φ 0.65
Tb/Ta 0.6 σR 1.37
2.2 Purge Flow Design Parameters
Four purge flow parameters were investigated for their effect on loss in both axisym-
metric and three dimensional models. These parameters are: the purge air mass flow
rate (m˙b), circumferential (swirl) velocity of purge flow prior to injection (Vθ,b), purge
flow injection angle (φ) and purge gap width (dg). The last two parameters are geo-
metric in nature, and are best defined by Fig. 2-2, which shows the meridional views
of two purge slot geometries: one with φ = 30◦ and one with φ = 90◦
φ dg
dg
φ
Rotor hub
Purge flow 
boundary condition
Rotor hubNGV platform NGV platform
Purge flow 
boundary condition
(a) gf=5%, 30◦
φ dg
dg
φ
Rotor hub
Purge flow 
boundary condition
Rotor hubNGV platform NGV platform
Purge flow 
boundary condition
(b) gf=5%, 90◦
Figure 2-2: purge slot geometries
Two additional features of the purge slot geometries in Fig. 2-2 are an “elbow”
near the purge flow inlet boundary and a chamfer for the case of φ = 90◦. The elbow
is put in place to prevent numerical difficulties associated with fluid being expelled
from what is specified computationally as an inlet boundary condition. This difficulty
arises from the “disk-pumping” effect in rotor-stator systems - the natural tendency
for fluid to be “pumped” up the rotating wall and down the stationary wall[9]. The
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45◦ chamfer in Fig. 2-2(b) is added to all purge slot geometries with φ > 45◦ in order
to minimize separation bubbles at sharp corners.
In order to generalize the results in this thesis, the four purge flow parameters were
cast in non-dimensional terms, corresponding to purge flow mass fraction (mf), swirl
fraction of the rim speed (sf), injection angle (φ) and gap fraction of the annulus
height (gf). The definitions of these non-dimensional parameters are summarized
in Table 2.2, along with the range of values studied, and the physical purge flow
characteristics these parameters control (scope). The design space for which this
investigation was performed was chosen to be a superset of parameter values found
in industry.
Table 2.2: definition of purge flow design parameters
Parameter Definition Range Scope
mf m˙b
m˙a
0%− 1.5% x-momentum
r-momentum
θ-momentum
kinetic energy
sf
Vθ,b
Ωrhub
0%− 100% θ-momentum
kinetic energy
φ see Fig. 2-2 30◦ − 90◦ x-momentum
r-momentum
gf dg
(rtip−rhub) 5%− 8.3% x-momentum
r-momentum
kinetic energy
2.3 Computational and Analytical Tools
The main computational tool for investigation was the Ansys 12.0 CFX RANS solver.
The three dimensional blade passage was modeled with structured grids generated
with the default topology of Numeca’s Autogird - O4H, which is illustrated in Fig. 2-
3(a). Grid-convergence studies showed that increasing the number of nodes used for
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modeling the three dimensional blade passage from 0.93 to 2.2 million results in only
3% change in the total losses and less than 1% change in net purge flow effects. Most of
the results presented are from the finer mesh, while the coarse mesh was used for more
expedient parametric studies. In all computations the k − ω Shear Stress Transport
turbulence model was used with wall functions (y+ ≈ 12). A typical turbulence
intensity of 10% was imposed at the NGV inlet boundary and 5% at the purge slot
inlet boundary1. Representative stagnation pressure and temperature profiles were
used at the NGV inlet boundary. It was found that using different specific heats
for mainstream and purge flow does not have a significant impact on the results, so
combustion gas properties were used for all streams (γ = cp/cv = 1.3027).
(a) Blade-to-blade view of O4H Topology (b) 0.9M node mesh at 50% span
Figure 2-3: mesh topology
The computational model of the axisymmetric configuration in Fig. 2-1(a) used
a grid resolution comparable to the finer three dimensional grid. The annulus height
of the axisymmetric domain is set to the annulus height at the inlet of the rotor.
The inlet boundary condition is based on the computed flow downstream of the NGV
mixing plane, and the hub walls downstream of the purge slot are rotating, as in the
three dimensional case.
The axisymmetric configuration also lends itself to a control volume mixed-out
1These are reasonable values, based on the reccomendation of Dr. Tito Islam of Siemens Energy
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analysis, based on that outlined by Young and Wilcock[10]. The mixed-out analysis
yields an explicit expression (which will be presented in detail in chapter 5) for the
total loss of mechanical power incurred upon complete mixing of two streams at
constant area. The expression gives a direct measure of how purge flow loss scales in
the axisymmetric configuration. Furthermore, the quantities in this expression can be
expressed in terms of the non-dimensional purge flow parameters under investigation,
allowing for a expedient parametric study of their effects.
2.4 Using Entropy as a Measure of Loss
In much of the literature, turbine losses are quantified in terms of stagnation pressure
loss, non-dimensionalized according to various conventions [11]. This practice comes
from viewing turbine blade rows as nozzles (in the relative frame, the rotor can also
be viewed as a row of nozzles), with the purpose of accelerating working fluid with a
minimal drop in stagnation pressure (relative stagnation pressure in the case of the
rotor). This view of turbine blade rows allows for loss characteristics to be studied
experimentally through cascade tests, where stagnation pressure measurements are
readily obtainable.
However, viewing a turbine as a components in a powerplant, with the ultimate
purpose of extracting mechanical work, it can be shown that the lost opportunity to
extract work is fundamentally a function of the entropy generated due to irreversible
processes. It will also be shown in this section that the quantity ‘entropy generation
rate per unit volume’ can be a powerful tool for tracing loss generation to responsible
flow features. These advantages motivate the use of entropy, over the more conven-
tional loss coefficients based on stagnation pressure drop, as the consistent measure
of lost work. The remainder of this chapter will present the relationship of entropy
generation to lost work, and the concept of volumetric entropy generation rate.
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2.4.1 Entropy generation and lost work
Let us first briefly review the relationship between entropy generation and lost work
for a general thermodynamic process, before applying the concepts to the situation
of a turbine expansion.
The first and second laws of thermodynamics are given for a differential process
by Eqn (2.1) and Eqn (2.2).
δw = δq − dh (2.1)
ds =
δq
T
+ dsirrev (2.2)
Combining the two to eliminate the heat transfer term yields an expression for the
work extracted for a reversible (dsirrev = 0) and non-reversible process, given by
Eqn. (2.3) and Eqn. (2.4) respectively.
δwrev = −dh+ Tds (2.3)
δw = −dh+ Tds− Tdsirrev (2.4)
The difference between the two processes gives the lost opportunity to do work, which
is given by Eqn. (2.5). Therefore, entropy generation due to irreversible processes is
a measure of lost opportunity to do work.
δwloss = δwrev − δw = Tdsirrev (2.5)
For an expansion through a turbine, one can go through the process outlined in
Fig. 2-4 to derive an effective temperature at which entropy is generated, T˜t2. This
temperature is an average of Tt2 and Tt2s
2.
2.4.2 Volumetric entropy generation rate
As mentioned earlier, another advantage of using entropy as a measure of loss is
the ability to compute and visualize the quantity ’entropy generation rate per unit
volume’. To clarify the meaning and utility of this concept, consider a differential
2In practice, Tt2 can be used instead of T˜t2, as these two temperatures usually differ by fractions
of a percent
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Figure 2-4: lost work in turbine expansion.
control volume, such as a finite volume in a computational domain. For steady
flow, the entropy inside this differential control volume can change due to convection,
reversible heat transfer, and generation of entropy due to irreversible processes. We
can therefore formulate a steady state conservation equation for entropy, consisting
of convection, diffusion and source terms, as per Eqn. (2.6)
∫∫
A
sρ~V · ~dA−
∫∫
A
qin
T
dA =
∫∫∫
V
S˙ ′′′gendV (2.6)
The volumetric source term on the right-hand-side of Eqn. (2.6), S˙ ′′′gen, is the quantity
‘entropy generation rate per unit volume’, with units of W/Km2. Insight into the
spatial distribution of entropy sources can be gained from contour plots of S˙ ′′′gen. As an
example, Fig. 2-5 shows such contours on a number of axial cuts through the rotor3,
clearly indicating the high losses associated with tip clearance flow.
Here the concepts of volumetric entropy generation rate is only introduced as one
of the tools for tracing entropy generation to the flow features responsible. The next
3S˙′′′gen is non-dimensionalized by multiplying with the reference temperature defined in Fig. 2-
4 and the through flow time-scale, cxVx , (giving lost work per unit volume) then dividing by axial
dynamic head at the rotor inlet (energy per unit volume). Velocity and density are taken at the
inlet to the rotor, for consistency between the three dimensional and axisymmetric cases
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Figure 2-5: entropy generation rate per unit volume at axial planes
through rotor
chapter will provide a more in-depth discussion on various ways of calculating S˙ ′′′gen,
both directly and indirectly.
2.5 Summary of Research Approach
In summary, the key features of the research approach consist of
1. The purge flow injection process is modeled on three levels: as a secondary
air stream injected into mainstream flow in (i) an axisymmetric duct, (ii) a
three dimensional NGV-rotor passage, rendered steady through the use of a
mixing plane, and (iii) a three dimensional NGV-rotor passage without a mixing
plane. Each of these adds new effects to the picture, as the full complexity of
a realistic turbine flow is approached. Note that the main conclusions of this
thesis will be based on the first two configurations (axisymmetric and steady
three dimensional), leaving a detailed assessment of unsteady effects for future
work.
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2. Four purge flow parameters are studied for their impact on loss. These are mf ,
sf , φ and gf .
3. The three dimensional blade passage is modeled computationally. The axisym-
metric model is studied both computationally and analytically using a control
volume mixed-out analysis.
4. Entropy is used as a measure of lost opportunity to do work. The main mo-
tivation for this is consistency with the interpretation of volumetric entropy
generation rate as a loss source that is directly traceable to local flow features.
The next chapter will discuss the use of entropy in more detail.
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Chapter 3
Loss Accounting with Entropy
In chapter 2 the argument was made for using entropy as a measure of loss. The mo-
tivation for this was two-fold: first, the function of a turbine as a power-generating
device makes it useful to quantify losses in terms of the lost opportunity to do work;
second, the concept of volumetric entropy generation rate allows for loss sources to
be traced back to flow features. However, there are a number of important consider-
ations that need to be clarified in order to ensure that this entropy-based approach is
interpreted appropriately. This chapter will first illustrate the conceptual distinction
and the necessity to delineate between viscous losses and losses due to irreversible
mixing of hot and cold stream. A practical methodology for delineating between
these two losses will then be developed. Finally, the numerical challenges associated
with evaluating volumetric entropy generation rate from the computed flow field will
be addressed.
3.1 Viscous Losses vs. Thermal Mixing Losses
Entropy is a measure of the lost opportunity to do work from a system perspective -
it can easily be related to a percentage-point drop in cycle efficiency through an avail-
ability analysis. However, when assessing the performance of a specific component,
such as a turbine, not all of the potential for work that is foregone within the spacial
domain of that component is an indication of component deficiency. In particular, it
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will be shown that only entropy generated due to viscous effects constitutes a debit
in turbine performance. A novel approach for isolating these viscous effects from the
total entropy generated will also be formulated.
3.1.1 Conceptual delineation of viscous and thermal mixing
losses
Consider first the scenario of multiple streams (let us say two, for simplicity) of
working fluid, with distinct inlet conditions, being expanded through an ideal turbine.
In addition, let us constrain the expansion process, such that all streams are in
isolation from one another, and are expanded to the same downstream stagnation
pressure, Pt2. Such an expansion process is shown in Fig. 3-1 as the process 1→ 2s.
For steady, ideal flow, the downstream stagnation temperature of each stream can
be calculated by Eqn. (3.1).
Tt2si = Tt1i
(
Pt2
Pt1i
) γ−1
γ
(3.1)
The expansion work extracted by the turbine is given by Eqn. (3.2).
wexpand =
∑
i
m˙i
mtot
cp (Tt1i − Tt2si) (3.2)
After the expansion process, assuming the two streams are in mechanical equi-
librium, the difference in stagnation temperatures would reflect a disparity in static
temperature. The two streams can be brought to thermal equilibrium reversibly using
a heat engine, such as a thermoelectric device, or a combination of compressors, heat
exchangers and turbines, as discussed in [12]. This is shown in Fig. 3-1 as the process
2s→ 2s′. The additional work output from this hypothetical heat engine is given by
Eqn. (3.4), in which the temperature Tt2s′ is obtained by enforcing constant entropy
flux.
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Tt2s′ =
∏
j
(
Tt1jpi
γ−1
γ
j
) m˙i
m˙tot
(3.3)
wheat engine =
∑
i
m˙i
mtot
(Tt2si − Tt2s′) (3.4)
The sum wexpand + wheat engine constitutes the total potential for work by the
system. However, in a non-ideal expansion process, viscous effects will dissipate
mechanical energy. This will be reflected as entropy generation ∆svisc and a loss in
expansion work given by Eqn. (3.5) (During the expansion process the two streams
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Figure 3-1: conceptual expansion process of two streams
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were still in thermal isolation, so all of the entropy generated is due to viscous effects.)
wvisc loss =
∑
i
m˙i
mtot
cp (Tt2i − Tt2si)
= T˜t2∆svisc
(3.5)
In reality, there is no opportunity to insert a heat engine to extract additional
work through the process 2s → 2s′. Therefore, all of the potential heat engine work
is also a loss, this time due to irreversible thermal mixing rather than viscous effects.
wtherm mix loss = wheat engine = T˜t2∆stherm (3.6)
The total entropy generated in a turbine expansion process therefore reflects the
total lost opportunity to do work, due to both viscous and thermal mixing effects.
To give the reader a sense of the relative magnitudes of these two loss categories -
expansion of a single stream through a NGV-Rotor stage results primarily in viscous
losses, with only 1.8% of the lost work being due to thermal mixing of the non-uniform
inlet temperture. However, when purge flow with a temperature ratio of Tb/Ta = 0.6
is injected, the additional losses incurred due to thermal mixing are comperable to the
additinal losses due to viscous effects. Thermal mixing losses can only be reduced by
reducing the temperature difference between purge and mainstream flows, but that
is usually not an option, since purge flow temperatrue is set by the location in the
compressor from which the purge air is bled. Therefore, when purge flow injection is
tailored to minimize viscous losses, thermal mixing losses dominate.
However it would not be meaningful to penalize the turbine design for failing to
to do a heat engine’s work. In the context of turbine performance, the ideal potential
work should only include expansion work, wexpand. This leads to a turbine loss given
by Eqn. (3.5) only, which reflects that only viscous losses leading to a stagnation
pressure drop are relevant to turbine performance. Lost work due to thermal mixing
is still a loss to the overall gas turbine cycle, but should be dealt with as a separate
loss category. Moreover, the exact impact of thermal mixing is not defined unless
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a full cycle analysis is conducted, as a number of authors have shown [13][14] that
some of this thermal mixing loss will be compensated by a reduced exhaust loss. The
remainder of this thesis will therefore focus only on viscous losses.
3.1.2 Practical delineation of viscous and thermal mixing
losses
The previous section illustrated the significance of delineating between entropy gen-
eration due to viscous effects and that due to thermal mixing. However, unless the
downstream state is uniform (fully mixed out), application of Eqn. (3.5) and Eqn. (3.6)
requires tracking each individual fluid particle. Since we are interested in tracing the
development of entropy generation, we need a practical way of dealing with non-
uniform conditions at intermediate locations through the turbine stage. This section
presents a practical method for delineating between viscous and thermal mixing losses,
through the use of appropriate averaging of non-uniform flow.
Consider again the simple scenario of two streams of working fluid, with distinct
inlet conditions, being expanded through a turbine to the same downstream stagna-
tion pressure. One way of dealing with such an expansion is by tracing each individual
fluid stream as it expands through the turbine, but a much more practical approach
is illustrated in Fig. 3-2.
The first step is to replace the non-uniform inlet flow with an equivalent uniform
flow that would produce the same work output if expanded through a turbine to an
arbitrary downstream pressure, Pt2. To obtain an appropriate average stagnation
pressure, which to assign to the substitute uniform flow, we refer to the conceptual
process illustrated in Fig. 3-2. The higher pressure stream can be expanded isentrop-
ically to a pressure Pwat1 such that the work output from this process is just enough to
compress the lower pressure stream to the same Pwat1 . This process generates no net
work, and is no more than an interpretation of the useful concept of “work-averaging”
developed by Cumpsty and Horlock[15]. The expression for work-averaged pressure,
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Figure 3-2: t-s diagram of multi-stream expansion illustrating the con-
cept of work-averaged pressure.
derived in [15], is therefore reproduced here in Eqn. (3.7)
Pwat =
 ∫ Ttdm˙∫
Tt/P
γ−1
γ
t dm˙

γ
γ−1
(3.7)
Returning to the simple example of two discrete streams, mass-averaging of stag-
nation temperature allows us to fix the state of the substitute uniform flow, while
enforcing energy conservation. (As discussed in [15], stagnation temperature is mass-
averaged, because it is proportional to the convected quantity of stagnation enthalpy.)
Note that mass-averaging of stagnation temperature amounts to thermal mixing at
constant pressure. This process is irreversible and generates an amount of entropy
∆stherm, as indicated in Fig. 3-2. Therefore, by virtue of using mass-averaged stag-
nation temperature, one implicitly factors out the potential heat engine work. Ex-
panding this hypothetical uniform flow, with inlet conditions Pwat1 and T
ma
t1 , to any
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downstream pressure, will yield the same work output as if the two original streams
were expanded independently to that same downstream pressure. The ideal expansion
work of these two streams is therefore readily given by Eqn. (3.8).
wexpand = cpT
ma
t1
[
1−
(
Pwat2
Pwat1
) γ−1
γ
]
(3.8)
In an expansion process through a non-ideal turbine, entropy will be generated
due to viscous effects (∆svisc), with an attendant lost opportunity to do work given
by Eqn. (3.9).
wvisc loss = T˜t2∆svisc = T˜t2 (∆s−∆stherm) = wexpand − wactual
= cp
[
Tmat2 − Tmat1
(
Pwat2
Pwat1
) γ−1
γ
]
(3.9)
The thermal mixing loss can also be calculated by Eqn. (3.10), though it is of little
practical value to a turbine designer.
wtherm mix loss = T˜t2∆stherm = T˜t2∆s− wvisc loss (3.10)
The method described above provides a rigorous way to accounting for viscous
losses in turbomachinery, under steady flow conditions. To the author’s knowledge,
this is the first application of the averaging procedures developed by Cumpsty and
Horlock [15] for this purpose.
The application of this method to unsteady flow situations entails additional mod-
ifications. However, since the current focus is on steady flow situations, this constraint
does not affect the results that will be presented. Future work will likely require an
assessment of unsteady effects, therefore Chapter 8 will return to the subject of loss ac-
counting, with guidelines and considerations concerning loss accounting for unsteady
flow.
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3.2 Utility and Challenges of Volumetric Entropy
Generation Rate
In the previous chapter, the notion of an entropy source term, S˙ ′′′gen, was introduced.
It can be shown [16] that this volumetric source term can be expressed as the sum of
two components, which are given by equations (3.11) and (3.12) respectively
S˙ ′′′visc =
1
T
τij
∂Vi
∂xj
(3.11)
S˙ ′′′therm =
keff
T 2
(
∂T
∂xj
)2
(3.12)
S˙ ′′′visc is the entropy generation rate per unit volume due to viscous effects, and S˙
′′′
therm
is the entropy generation rate per unit volume due to thermal mixing. Contours of
S˙ ′′′visc provide a useful tool for establishing traceability between turbine losses and flow
features. Contours of S˙ ′′′therm indicate regions of thermal mixing, where the opportunity
for doing work with a heat engine is being lost.
In theory, one could also integrate either S˙ ′′′visc or S˙
′′′
therm over the computational
domain and directly delineate between viscous and thermal mixing losses, without
having to resort to the method discussed in section 3.1.2 of this chapter. However, as
will be shown in the following sections, there are numerical challenges associated with
obtaining these entropy source terms. Therefore, given the computational resources
available, volumetric entropy generation rate is confined to the status of a qualitative
tool; any quantitative conclusions are based on Eqn. (3.9) and Eqn. (3.10).
3.2.1 Challenges in direct evaluation of S˙ ′′′gen
Direct numerical evaluation of entropy generation rate via Eqn. (3.11) and Eqn. (3.12)
is challenging due to the quadratic dependence on velocity and temperature gradients.
To demonstrate this, we can compare two ways of computing the change in entropy
between two axial cuts in the blade row shown in Fig. 3-3(a). In one instance,
Eqn. (3.13) is used to calculate the difference in entropy flux through an outlet plane,
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(a) Integration domains for computing ac-
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Figure 3-3: accumulated entropy through rotor with low and high grid
resolution, based on entropy flux through axial cuts and volume in-
tegral of S˙ ′′′gen
A2, and inlet plane, A1.
∆s =
1
m˙
∫∫
A1
ρs~V · ~dA−
∫∫
A2
ρs~V · ~dA (3.13)
Alternatively, integrating S˙ ′′′gen over the volume between those two planes, as in
Eqn. (3.14), should give an equivalent result.
∆s =
1
m˙
∫∫∫
V1−2
S˙ ′′′gendV (3.14)
The accumulation of generated entropy through a rotor blade passage, as calculated
using these two methods, is presented in Fig. 3-3(b) for grids of 0.38 and 1.27 million
nodes respectively (0.93 million and 2.2 million nodes for full stage including NGV
and purge cavities). The abscissa shows axial distance from the leading edge of the
blade, and is normalized by the blade axial chord (such that the blade spans from 0
to 1). The ordinate is normalized by the highest entropy generated up to the outflow
plane of the computational domain.
Tripling the number of nodes used for modeling the rotor passage has little effect on
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the result obtained using the first method ( 3% change), indicating grid convergence.
On the other hand, integrating S˙ ′′′gen estimates a change in enrtopy 58% lower for the
coarse grid and 44% lower for the fine grid. It will be demonstrated in the next chapter
that these discrepancies occur preciesly where there are high velocity gradients and
relatively poor grid resolution. Further grid refinement studies on the axisymmetric
configuration (Fig. 2-1(a)) demonstrated that the volume integral of S˙ ′′′gen does indeed
converge to the physically correct value of dissipation, but only for extremely high grid
densities that are unpractical in three dimensions (particularly due to the secondary
flows and wakes that introduce regions of high gradients away from the relatively well
resolved endwall region).
Nevertheless, though the volume integral of entropy generation rate underesti-
mates losses, the axial distribution of accumulated loss, as calculated by the two
methods, is in agreement. Therefore, the author has used contours of volumetric
entropy generation rate, as calculated by Eqn. (3.11), as a qualitative tool for identi-
fying local regions of high loss. Any quantitative conclusions are based on lost work
obtained with Eqn. (3.9)
3.2.2 Challenges in indirect evaluation of S˙ ′′′gen
An effort was made to obtain numerically accurate S˙ ′′′gen through application of Eqn. (2.6)
locally on every individual finite volume, and backing out the volumetric source term
using Eqn. (3.15).
S˙ ′′′gen indirect =
∫∫
A ρs
~V · ~dA− ∫∫A qinT dA∫∫∫
V dV
(3.15)
The motivation for doing this is to avoid the quadratic dependence on velocity and
temperature gradients, thereby arriving at a better estimate of the entropy generation
rate. However, as will be shown in the following text, this approach is plagued by
a different kind of numerical challenge, and therefore could not achieve its purpose;
for this reason, more details on the implementation of this indirect approach are
relegated to Appendix A. Results will be presented here primarily as a consistency
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check to Eqn. (3.11) and Eqn. (3.12), as well as to provide a stepping stone for further
development of this approach in the future.
To illustrate that the method is implemented correctly, we can use the axisym-
metric configuration shown in Fig. 3-4(a) with a very high mesh resolution (0.41
]/[ sKW
Sgen
⋅
′′′&
Mainstream 
Purge Flow
A
(a) Axisymmetric configuration, focusing on the
region “A” in the vicinity of the purge slot
]/[ sKW
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Figure 3-4: contours of S˙ ′′′gen and S˙
′′′
gen indirect near purge slot of axisym-
metric model
million nodes and y+≈0.8). Because the mesh is so fine, velocity and temperature
gradients are computed accurately and Eqn. (3.11) and Eqn. (3.12) do not underesti-
mate the entropy generated. Zooming into the region around the purge slot, (marked
“A” in Fig. 3-4(a)) we can plot contours of S˙ ′′′gen that show entropy generated due to
viscous shearing and thermal mixing at the interface between purge and mainstream
flows (Fig. 3-4(b)). If we then use Eqn. (3.15) to calculate S˙ ′′′gen indirect but neglect the
reversible heat transfer term,
∫∫
A
qin
T
dA, we get the distinctly different contours in
Fig. 3-4(c). However these contours make sense - they simply imply that the change
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Figure 3-5: contours of S˙ ′′′gen and S˙
′′′
gen indirect in regions of secondary flow
on an axial cut at 80% axial chord of the rotor
in entropy of the fluid elements in that region is dominated by reversible heat trans-
fer. The entropy of purge flow near the hub is increasing as it is being heated by the
substantially hotter mainstream flow, and cooling effect of purge flow on the main-
stream is reflected in the negative change in entropy of the latter. If all the terms in
Eqn. (3.15) are used, the expected contours for entropy generation rate are recovered
in Fig. 3-4(d). Furthermore, volume integrals of S˙ ′′′gen indirect and S˙
′′′
gen give the same
result.
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Figure 3-6: accumulated entropy through the rotor with high grid res-
olution, based on entropy flux through axial cuts, volume integral
of S˙ ′′′gen and volume integral of S˙
′′′
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However, if we apply Eqn. (3.15) to the fluid elements on a slice at 80% axial chord
of the three dimensional rotor (Fig. 3-5(a)), where there are substantial secondary
flows and velocity gradients away from the well resolved boundary layer region (Fig. 3-
5(b)), the results are no longer satisfactory. Figure 3-5(c) shows contours of S˙ ′′′gen,
indicating high entropy-generating regions associated with tip clearance flow, hub
passage vortex and blade surface boundary layer. We expect S˙ ′′′gen indirect to identify
the same regions of high entropy generation rate, though with an increased intensity
(recall that S˙ ′′′gen underestimated entropy generated by 44%, while S˙
′′′
gen indirect should
give an accurate result). Figure 3-5(d) shows S˙ ′′′gen indirect on the same axial cut.
It is evident that although there is a resemblance between the two contour plots,
S˙ ′′′gen indirect suggests there are regions of negative entropy generation rate. This would
defy the Second Law of Thermodynamics and is clearly not physical. However, as
Fig. 3-6 shows, if S˙ ′′′gen indirect is integrated throughout the rotor passage, it not only
estimates the correct axial distribution of entropy sources, but also comes very close
the converged result from Eqn. (3.13). This leads us to conclude that the finite
volumes with net negative entropy generation rate are balanced by adjacent volumes
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with excessive entropy generation rate. Therefore, despite this local inconsistencies,
the entropy generated on a global scale is adequately estimated. It is postulated that
the cause of the local inconsistency is that the CFX finite volume code conserves
mass, energy and momentum, but not necessarily entropy. Further investigation
on this subject is desirable, in order to confirm this conjecture and find a possible
solution.
3.3 Summary of Loss Accounting with Entropy
There are two key conclusions resulting from the discussion on loss accounting with
entropy. Firstly, only entropy generated due to viscous effects ought to be consid-
ered a loss for the turbine. Thermal mixing between purge and mainstream flows
generates a significant amount of entropy that must be factored out in the loss ac-
counting process, and considered only during cycle analysis. A practical method for
doing this is developed based on the concept of work-averaged pressure. Secondly,
although volumetric entropy generation rate can directly be separated into viscous
and thermal contributions, a quadratic dependence on temperature and velocity gra-
dients requires significantly higher grid resolution to achieve quantitative convergence
for these quantities. An indirect method for evaluating local entropy generation rate,
based on net flux of entropy through finite volumes, appears to suffer from a different
kind of numerical challenge - entropy is a derived variable that is not conserved locally.
However, direct evaluation of entropy generation rate (from velocity and temperature
gradients) correctly captures qualitative trends, making S˙ ′′′visc in particular a useful
tool for identifying loss sources.
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Chapter 4
Baseline Losses
Having established a consistent framework for interpreting loss, key findings, address-
ing where and how losses are generated, will be presented. In this chapter, the losses
in the baseline case without purge flow will be presented, in order to provide a context
for the additional loss mechanisms associated with purge flow injection, which are the
subject of the following chapters.
4.1 Loss Distribution for Baseline Turbine Stage
The accumulation of viscous loss as a function of axial distance through the blade
passage is shown in Fig. 4-1. Viscous lost work (ordinate) is normalized by the total
loss up to the outflow plane, which is 0.85 axial chord lengths downstream of the
rotor trailing edge. The axial distance from the leading edge of the rotor (abscissa)
is normalized by the rotor axial chord, such that the rotor spans from 0 to 1. There
is a discrete jump in loss that marks the location of the mixing plane.
It is clear that the larger proportion of loss is generated in the rotor. To gain
further insight into why that is so, and why the accumulated loss curve looks the way it
does, we can break down the total loss into four basic categories - profile loss, endwall
wetted loss, tip clearance flow loss and secondary flow loss. The final breakdown
at the outflow plane is presented in the bar chart of Fig. 4-1. The procedure for
delineating the various loss categories will be presented in the following section.
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Figure 4-1: accumulated viscous loss for baseline case with no purge
flow
4.2 Delineating Loss Sources
As discussed in chapter 3, quantitative assessment of viscous losses must be based
on Eqn. (3.9) and not on volume integration of S˙ ′′′visc. Indeed, the results in Fig. 4-
1 are based on the former method. However, it is also instructive to compare loss
estimates based on S˙ ′′′visc, in order to identify which loss categories are not being
resolved accurately by this latter method. The procedure for delineating the four
baseline loss categories, using each of these two methods, is as follows:
1. Profile loss is calculated at midspan. The flow here is approximately two di-
mensional and the two dimensional limits of Eqn. (3.13) and Eqn. (3.14) are
used (note that in the baseline case with no purge flow, thermal mixing losses
are negligible, so that a direct use of change in entropy as a measure of viscous
loss is acceptable). In an analogous fashion to Eqn. (3.13), Eqn. (4.1) subtracts
the mass-flow averaged specific entropy at a given axial location on a midspan
surface, from reference inlet specific entropy. The integrals for entropy and
mass flux used in averaging are performed over lines of constant radius on the
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midspan surface, as indicated in Fig. 4-2 by L0 − Li.
∆sprofile =
∫
Li
sρVxrdθ∫
Li
ρVxrdθ
−
∫
L0
sρVxrdθ∫
L0
ρVxrdθ
(4.1)
Alternatively, profile loss in terms of specific entropy change can be computed
using Eqn. (4.2)
∆sprofile =
n∑
i=1
∫∫
Aj S˙
′′′
gendA∫
Lj
ρVxrdθ
(4.2)
Here S˙ ′′′gen is integrated over discretized strips of the midspan surface, Ai, an
example of which is given in Fig. 4-2. The resulting entropy generation rate
per unit span is normalized by mass flow per unit span, to give the change in
specific entropy between axial locations Li−1 and Li.
2. Dissipation of mechanical energy due to endwall boundary layers is calculated
using a constant dissipation coefficient (Cd = 0.002) and the local velocity-
cubed relationship given in [17]. To express endwall wetted loss in terms of
change in specific entropy, Eqn. (4.3) is used. (Note the use of relative and
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absolute velocities)
∆sendwall =
 1m˙
∫
A
CdρV
3
T
dA for NGV hub/shroud, rotor shroud
1
m˙
∫
A
CdρW
3
T
dA for rotor hub
(4.3)
Alternatively, volume integrals of S˙ ′′′gen can be performed over the bottom and
top 1%-span of the stage, to capture the enrtopy generated due to endwall
boundary layers while excluding that associated with secondary flow features.
The 1%-span limit was chosen, as it corresponds to 0.8-1.5 boundary layer thick-
nesses. This approach for obtaining endwall wetted loss from S˙ ′′′gen is expressed
in Eqn. (4.4)
∆sendwall =
1
m˙
∫∫∫
span<1%
S˙ ′′′gendV +
1
m˙
∫∫∫
span>99%
S˙ ′′′gendV (4.4)
3. Tip clearance loss can be inferred by subtracting the losses from a case with no
tip clearance. A fillet was applied to the rotor tip to avoid corner separation
for the case of no tip clearance.
4. Baseline secondary flow loss (which includes losses due to all vortical structures)
is calculated as the remainder of the loss after subtracting out the profile, end-
wall and tip clearance losses.
The axial distribution of these loss mechanisms is presented in Fig. 4-3. Comparing
the two methods for loss accounting suggests that S˙ ′′′gen is capable of capturing blade
wetted losses relatively accurately, but severely underestimates all other losses. This
is in line with the discussion in Chapter 3, where it was shown that S˙ ′′′gen can become
a quantitative tool only in regions of sufficient mesh resolution. In this case, blade
surfaces are well resolved with more than 12 nodes in the boundary layer, as shown
in Fig. 4-4. Despite a similar y+ on the hub and shroud, there are much fewer nodal
points in the endwall boundary layers, resulting in insufficient resolution of velocity
gradients, and underestimation of endwall wetted losses based on S˙ ′′′gen. Tip clearance
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Figure 4-3: breakdown of accumulated loss for baseline case with no
purge flow
flow, secondary flow and trailing edge losses are more obvious examples of flow features
with high gradients in regions of insufficient grid resolution. These observations make
a strong argument for the use of adaptive meshing based on velocity gradients. For our
purposes, we will simply use differences in entropy flux (black curves in Fig. 4-3) for
any quantitative conclusions, as this method demonstrates convergence at currently
available grid resolutions. However, contours of S˙ ′′′visc are still a useful qualitative tool.
In the next section, the
∫
sdm curves in Fig. 4-3 will be examined in more detail, in
conjunction with contours of S˙ ′′′visc, to explain the main features of the baseline losses.
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4.3 Implications of Loss Source Delineation
In Fig. 4-3(a) we observe that the mixing plane loss is manifested in the two dimen-
sional profile loss, indicating that it is due to the mixing out of the NGV wake and
not due to any residual secondary flows. Another interesting characteristic of the
stage profile loss is the amount by which rotor trailing edge loss exceeds NGV trailing
edge loss - a factor of more than 4. Previous authors [17] suggest that 3/4 of the
trailing edge loss is due to low base pressure behind blunt trailing edges. To a first
approximation (based on the control volume analysis in [17]), this base pressure loss
is proportional to trailing edge thickness to throat ratio, t/w, defined in Fig. 4-5. This
ratio is more than three times larger for the rotor compared to the NGV, explaining
most of the disparity between the two trailing edge losses.
Figure 4-3(b) shows how endwall losses accumulate at an increasing rate through
the NGV, as free stream absolute Mach number increases. However, in the rotor, the
hub and shroud see increasing and decreasing Mach numbers respectively and losses
increase at a steady rate.
The other large contributor to loss is tip clearance flow, which can be seen to
commence at about 50% rotor axial chord in Fig. 4-3(c). The phenomenon is also
evident in Fig. 4-6, where contours of S˙ ′′′visc at various axial cuts through the rotor
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Figure 4-6: entropy generation rate per unit volume at axial planes
through rotor
(x/cx = 0−1.4) show high enrtopy generation rates near the blade tip. The computed
results also indicate that the tip-clearance flow vortex results in loss generation well
downstream of the rotor trailing edge1.
In Figure. 4-6 it is also possible to observe a region of loss that is associated with
1Personal correspondence with colleague Arthur Huang, who is studying tip clearance flow losses
in detail, confirms this finding
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the hub passage vortex (there is a similar region of loss associated with the shroud
passage vortex, but it is somewhat obscured by the dominant tip clearance flow losses).
This secondary flow loss will be discussed in detail in the next chapter, but here it is
pointed out that its contribution to the baseline losses is small - approximately 8%
according to the computed results in Figure 4-3(d).
4.4 Summary of Baseline Losses
To summarize the loss characteristics of the baseline turbine stage, we note significant
base pressure and tip clearance flow losses. The fact that tip clearance flow losses
play a major role, and that most of these losses are generated downstream of the
rotor trailing edge, will be relevant to the discussion of additional purge flow effects.
Secondary flow losses in the baseline case amount to about 8% of total stage losses.
In this chapter it was also shown that S˙ ′′′visc is capable of capturing wetted loss if
there are more than 12 nodes in the boundary layer. For all other losses, particularly
those away from the well resolved surfaces, S˙ ′′′visc underestimates the entropy generated
but provides qualitatively accurate trends.
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Chapter 5
Purge Flow-Induced Losses
When purge air is injected upstream of the rotor, additional losses are incurred beyond
those in the baseline case described in chapter 4. This chapter will first illustrate
where these additional losses are generated. Subsequently, the chapter will focus on
the physics of four distinct effects that were found to be responsible for these changes
in loss. These effects are:
1. a shear layer between purge and mainstream flows
2. an increase in secondary flow losses associated with gradients in radial velocity
3. increased tip clearance flow and wetted losses, due to increased reaction
4. suppression of tip-clearance flow due to shroud-injected purge flow
These effects will be discussed in the order listed, with an emphasis on establishing
the causal relationship between flow features and loss generation. Quantitative com-
parison of these effects, as well as an assessment of purge flow design parameters, will
be presented in the next chapter.
5.1 Where are Purge Flow Losses Generated?
The first step in understanding how purge flow losses come about is to identify where
they occur. Figure 5-1 compares the accumulated loss for two cases with purge
flow, comparing them to the accumulated losses through the baseline stage that were
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discussed in the previous chapter. The two purge flow cases shown have the nominal
purge flow parameters1 mf = 1.5%, sf = 0%, gf = 5%, φ = 30◦. Losses increase
immediately downstream of the purge slot, and continue to do so through the rotor
passage for the hub-injection case. For the case of shroud-injection, the additional
lossses generated through the rotor are significantly lower.
The net effect of purge flow on loss generation is brought out more clearly by
subtracting out the baseline losses, to yield the results shown in Fig. 5-1(b). Here we
also observe a reduction in loss through the NGV. Note also that the purge flow loss
profiles for the two cases are similar up to the rotor leading edge. Beyond that point,
hub-injected purge flow continues to monotonically increase stage losses. In contrast,
the irregular rise and fall of net purge flow loss in the shroud-injection configuration
suggests the presence of a competing beneficial effect.
To gain further insight, as to where the additional losses due to purge flow are
being generated within the rotor passage, we refer to Fig. 5-2. This figure shows the
change in volumetric entropy generation rate, ∆S˙ ′′′visc, relative to the baseline case
with no purge flow, plotted on axial cuts spanning x/cx = 0 − 1.4. For the case of
hub-injected purge flow, Fig. 5-2(a) points out a number of regions with increased
entropy generation rate. It will be shown in the following sections that the increased
losses in region “A” are due to a viscous shear layer between purge and mainstream
flows, those in region “B” are due to secondary flow enhancement, and the increased
wetted loss and tip clearance flow loss are due to an increased degree of reaction. For
the case of shroud injection, these same effects occur near the shroud, but there is a
substantial reduction in the tip clearance flow losses. This last effect will be shown
to account for the lower penalty of purge flow injected at the shroud.
1These parameters were chosen intentionally. The highest mass fraction in our design space was
used to illicit a clear response in purge flow losses. A swirl fraction of zero was used, since that
is what the purge flow would have if no specific measures were taken to pre-swirl purge flow. The
narrowest gap fraction in the design space was chosen to minimize the variation of purge flow across
the gap, thereby simplifying the situation. Finally, a 30◦ injection angle was chosen because no
chamfer is needed for this configuration, once again keeping the flow near the purge slot exit simple.
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Figure 5-1: axial accumulation of total visocus loss and net purge flow
loss. nominal purge flow parameters: mf = 1.5%, sf = 0%, gf = 5%, φ =
30◦
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Figure 5-2: change in entropy generation rate per unit volume relative
to baseline case. nominal purge flow parameters: mf = 1.5%, sf =
0%, gf = 5%, φ = 30◦
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5.2 Viscous Shear Layer
When purge flow is injected into the main stream, its velocity generally differs from
the mainstream flow in both direction and magnitude. The resulting shear layer, at
the interface between the purge and main streams, generates entropy as the velocity
gradients are dissipated through viscous action. This is the phenomenon that is
responsible for the ∆S˙ ′′′visc in region “A” of Fig. 5-2(a), and the corresponding region
near the shroud in Fig. 5-2(b). It will first be shown that this shear layer is essentially
an axisymmetric effect, which will then allow us to study its parametric dependence
on purge flow design parameters using an analytical approach.
5.2.1 Axisymmertic nature of the shear layer
The viscous shear layer is the only purge flow loss mechanism present in the axisym-
metric model of Fig. 2-1(a). It is convenient to demonstrate that the three dimensional
shear layer is similar enough to that in the axisymmetric case, so that understanding
of the latter can be applied to the former.
The characteristics of the shear layer loss are observed most clearly in S˙ ′′′visc con-
tours on a meridional plane, shown for the axisymmetric and three dimensional models
in Fig. 5-3. The locus of points with maximum entropy generation rate outline the in-
terface between purge and mainstream flows. Comparing Fig. 5-3(a) and Fig. 5-3(b)
one can see an obvious similarity in the entropy generation rate contours: highest
entropy generation rates occur near the upstream edge of the purge slot (where the
gradients are highest) and most of the losses appear to be generated upstream of the
rotor blade. In the presence of the rotor blade, purge flow emerges from the cavity in
a circumferentially non-uniform manner. The mid-pitch meridional plane depicted in
Fig. 5-3(b) happens to have slightly lower losses than the axisymmetric case (other
circumferential locations have slightly higher losses than the axisymmetric case).
For a more quantitative comparison, we turn to accumulated loss curves. The
same procedure that was used to factor out baseline losses in the three dimensional
case, resulting in Fig. 5-1(b), can be performed on the axisymmetric configuration.
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Figure 5-3: meridional view of S˙ ′′′visc in shear layer (a)axisymmetric model
(b) three dimensional rotor passage.
In Fig. 5-4, the net accumulated purge flow loss in the axisymmetric case is compared
to that in the three dimensional blade passage. There is excellent agreement between
the two loss profiles up to a point where most of the shear layer loss has been realized
(about 30% axial chord from the rotor leading edge). Beyond that point additional
loss mechanisms (which will be discussed later in the chapter) come into play for the
three dimensional case.
5.2.2 Control volume analysis of shear layer loss
Agreement between the axisymmetric and three dimensional purge flow losses up-
stream of x/cx = 0.3, demonstrates that the shear layer loss can be treated as an
axysimmetric effect. Therefore, we can use an axysimmertic control volume mixed-
out analysis, based on that outlined by Young and Wilcock[10], to gain insight into
how the shear layer loss scales. Young and Wilcock’s analysis was modified to include
mainstream and purge flow swirl, as outline in Appendix B.1, resulting in Eqn. (5.1).
∆svisc =
m˙b
m˙a
[
(Vx,a − Vx,b)2 + (Vr,a − Vr,b)2 + (Vθ,a − Vθ,b)2
2Ta
]
(5.1)
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Figure 5-4: axial accumulation of net purge flow losses, through an
axisymmetric annulus and three dimensional blade passage.
The quantities in this equation can be expressed in terms of the non-dimensional
purge flow parameters under investigation, allowing for an expedient parametric study
of their effects on entropy generation. The results from such an analysis are assessed
against CFD results in Fig. 5-5(a). To be consistent with the CFD results in Fig. 5-4,
entropy change from the mixed out analysis is related to lost work through Eqn. (3.9)
and normalized by the baseline stage losses. Data points from CFD estimate some-
what lower losses, due to the fact that the flow is not fully mixed out at the exit
of the computational domain. Nevertheless, the CFD results do corroborate trends
with respect to all purge flow design parameters. Appendix B.2 presents a further
modification to Young and Wilcock’s analysis that accounts for incomplete-mixing.
Figure 5-5(b) demonstrates that when the mixed out condition is relaxed, analytical
results agree with CFD in quantitative terms as well. Though a detailed discussion
on the effectiveness of purge flow parameters in managing losses will be presented in
the next chapter, here we point out that shear layer loss is dominated by the term
(Vθ,a − Vθ,b)2 in Eqn. (5.1). This term is exclusively a function of sf , while the other
terms are functions of gf and φ. This explains why Fig. 5-5 shows a greater decrease
in shear layer loss with sf , as compared to the effects of gf and φ.
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Figure 5-5: comparison of shear layer losses based on young and
wilcock’s analysis and CFD
5.3 Purge-Secondary Flow Interaction
In Fig. 5-4 it can be seen that, when purge flow is injected at the hub in the presence
of a downstream rotor blade, the additional losses incurred exceed what would be
expected from mixing out of a shear layer. Previous authors [3][18][6][4] have com-
mented on the potential for purge flow to interact with secondary flow structures,
such as the passage vortex, to generate additional losses. Indeed, we noted that the
increased entropy generation rate in region “B” of Fig. 5-2(a) is likely related to
purge-secondary flow interaction. However, we seek a more direct causal relationship
between secondary flow and loss. After defining secondary flow more rigorously, it will
be shown that the passage vortex is not directly responsible for significant losses in
either baseline or purge flow cases. Rather it is the generation of high radial velocity
gradients on the blade suction surface that is the primary contributor to secondary
flow losses in this region. This new insight will explain how purge flow leads to en-
hanced secondary flow losses, and why the swirl velocity of purge flow is an important
parameter in this phenomenon.
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5.3.1 Definition of secondary flow
In this context, we define the concept of secondary flow to be flow normal to the
circumferentially averaged meanline flow direction. This includes spanwise flow in
the meridional plane and “cross-flow” in the blade-to-blade plane. For the nearly two
dimensional geometry of the turbine stage under investigation, using radial flow in
lieu of spanwise flow is a good approximation that simplifies analysis considerably.
To define cross-flow more rigorously, Fig. 5-6(a) demonstrates the transformation
from axial and circumferential to streamwise and cross-flow velocity. Later in the
chapter it will be convenient to approximate the polar coordinate system defined
by streamwise, cross flow and radial directions (s, c, r) with a set of local Cartesian
coordinates (s′, c′, r′). These Cartesian coordinates are a result of rotating the global
(x, y, z) coordinates to align with the streamline direction as illustrated in Fig. 5-6(b).
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Figure 5-6: Definition of streamwise and cross-flow velocities
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Because we are dealing with a high hub-to-tip ratio machine
(
rhub
rtip
= 0.9
)
this is a
good approximation.
5.3.2 Role of hub passage vortex
For the case of hub injection, direct interaction between purge flow and secondary
flow features occurs only near the hub. The important secondary flow feature in this
region has long been considered to be the hub passage vortex. However, by focusing
on the region marked “B” in Fig. 5-2(a), it will be shown that local entropy production
is not a direct consequence of the vortical structure.
Figure 5-7 superimposes contours of S˙ ′′′visc on top of the secondary flow field (i.e.
cross-flow and radial velocity). Three cases are shown: the baseline case with no
purge flow, a case with purge flow injected with no swirl, and a case with purge
inR
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(a) no purge flow (b) mf=1.5% , sf=0% (c) mf=1.5% , sf=100%
Figure 5-7: entropy generation rate per unit volume in region “B” of
fig. 5-2(a) in the plane x/cx = 0.8
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flow that is pre-swirled to rim speed. The flow fields in Fig. 5-7 show a distinct hub
passage vortex in each of the three cases, the core of which is marked by a circle. It
is clear that when purge flow is injected, this core is displaced towards midspan, but
when the same purge flow is swirled, the vortex core resides at approximately the
same radial location as in the baseline case. This behavior has been observed by a
number of other authors [8][18][19]. Though there is an increase in the circulation
of the passage vortex for the case with non-swirled purge flow, it is no more than
8%. The second notable feature of Fig. 5-7 is the substantial increase in entropy
generation rate associated with purge flow injection - an effect that is once again
mitigated by pre-swirling purge flow. Finally, Fig. 5-7 clearly shows that, in each of
the three cases, the region of high entropy generation rate does not coincide with the
main vortex core.
This last observation is a new finding, which challenges the widespread interpreta-
tion that the passage vortex cores is the primary source of secondary flow loss. Thus
far, the literature ([19] [18] [6]) has justified this view based on the observed corre-
spondence between the location of the passage vortex and regions of low stagnation
pressure. Low stagnation pressure does reflect that viscous losses have been gener-
ated, but that could have occurred somewhere upstream, with low stagnation pressure
fluid having been convected to the current location. Therefore, changes in stagnation
pressure cannot precisely be traced back to the specific flow processes responsible.
Figure 5-7 uses volumetric entropy generation rate, which is not a convected quan-
tity, but rather a direct measure of the local rate of entropy production, to call into
question the specific role of the vortex in generating viscous loss. These doubts are
strengthened by the fact that the large increase in secondary flow loss due to purge
flow is disproportionate to the increase in vortex circulation. The next section will
present an in-depth investigation into this issue, and identify the flow features that
are directly responsible for losses in this region.2
2It has been suggested by Professor Nick Cumpsty that the so-called “passage vortex” is really
not a vortex at all, but rather a three dimensional separation region with a complex topology. The
objective here is to describe what that topology is and how it comes to generate losses
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5.3.3 Velocity gradients dominating secondary flow loss
In order to understand the physical cause for the secondary flow losses in the vicinity
of the passage vortex, it was necessary to identify the velocity gradients dominating
local entropy production. For this purpose, we would like to express S˙ ′′′visc in terms of
the polar streamline coordinates (s, c, r) defined in Fig. 5-6(a), and identify the terms
in Eqn. (3.11) that have the largest contribution. However, because the rotor has a
high hub-to-tip ratio, and since it is convenient to work with Cartesian coordinates3,
the rotated Cartesian coordinate system (s′, c′, r′) will be used instead (refer to Fig. 5-
6). Appendix C.2 demonstrates how the expression for S˙ ′′′visc, given earlier in tensor
notation as Eqn. (3.11), can be expanded as Eqn. (5.2)
S˙ ′′′visc =
µeff
T

2
[(
∂Vs′
∂s′
)2
+
(
∂Vc′
∂c′
)2
+
(
∂Vr′
∂r′
)2]
+(
∂Vs′
∂c′ +
∂Vc′
∂s′
)2
+
(
∂Vs′
∂r′ +
∂Vr′
∂s′
)2
+
(
∂Vc′
∂r′ +
∂Vr′
∂c′
)2
 (5.2)
Using this formulation of S˙ ′′′visc, and evaluating the necessary gradients as discussed
in Appendix C.2, we can infer approximate statements regarding the contributions
of gradients in Vs, Vc and Vr to entropy generation rates in the passage vortex region.
Upon expanding bracketed terms and systematically plotting each of the terms in
Eqn. (5.2), the results are summarized in Fig. 5-8. It can be seen that, both for
the baseline case and the case with purge flow, the losses in the vicinity of the pas-
sage vortex are almost entirely due to
(
∂Vr′
∂c′
)2
, while the remaining terms are either
negligible or associated with boundary layer losses. (The non positive-definite term
2
∂Vr′
∂c′
∂Vc′
∂r′ arises from expanding the last bracket in Eqn. (5.2)). Although Fig. 5-8
focuses on the axial plane at 80% axial chord, the results at other axial locations
within the blade passage are similar.
The gradient
∂Vr′
∂c′ can be visualized clearly in Fig. 5-9, where the blade-to-blade
variation in the secondary flow field is superimposed on the contribution to S˙ ′′′visc
associated with the
(
∂Vr′
∂c′
)2
term. High radial velocities (in excess of the rotor hub
3It is much simpler to express S˙′′′visc in Cartesian coordinates. In addition, gradients of velocity
in (s′, c′, r′)-coordinates are easily backed out from the available solution variables in CFX
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Figure 5-8: decomposition of entropy generation rate per unit volume
in region “B” of fig. 5-2(a) into significant and not significant terms.
speed) are shown to develop between the vortex core and the suction side of the
passage. This effect is more pronounced when purge flow in injected.
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5.3.4 Traceability of purge-secondary flow interaction loss
Having identified the physical cause of the losses in the vicinity of the passage vortex,
we seek to rationalize how these losses are enhanced by purge flow. To to this, it
is first necessary to consider the root cause of the radial velocities generated on the
blade suction surface. Once this root cause is recognized, the effect of purge flow
injection will be evident.
The generation of radial velocities can potentially be associated with two effects:
cross-flow being directed radially as it comes up against the blade surface, and stream-
wise flow being diverted in the radial direction as a consequence of flow blockage.
These two possible routes for generating radial velocities near the blade suctions sur-
face are summarized and illustrated, using the limiting streamline pattern on the
blade in Fig. 5-10. The former mechanisms can be inferred intuitively from Fig. 5-9.
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Figure 5-10: Limiting streamlines of blade suction surface, illustrating
two routs for generation of radial velocities.
The latter mechanisms is postulated based on the fact that decreased streamwise ve-
locity is observed in the region of high radial velocity. Figure 5-11(a) illustrates this
on the 80%-chord plane. Another perspective is provided in Fig. 5-11(b), showing
streamwise and radial velocities on a blade-to-blade line at a radius cutting through
the passage vortex core (dashed line in Fig. 5-11(a)). As a reference, Fig. 5-11(b) also
gives the streamwise velocity profile at misdpan. The blockage effect is manifested
as a deficit between the streamwise velocity at the radius of the vortex and that at
midspan.
It is difficult to quantify the relative contributions of these two mechanisms in
generating radial flow. In fact, it is possible that they are both manifestations of
the same effect: the blockage observed could be the result of entrainment of low
momentum fluid from the endwalls, rather than an additional cause for generation of
radial flow. However, this distinctions is less important when one considers that both
of these mechanisms have the same root cause. In the first instance (mechanism “a”
in Fig. 5-10), blade-to-blade cross-flow is directly responsible for fluid being diverted
in the radial direction. In the second (mechanism “b” in Fig. 5-10), it is again cross-
flow that is responsible for the development of the passage vortex [20][21] and the
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Figure 5-11: radial velocity generation as a consequence of blockage.
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blockage effect associated with it.
In the baseline case with no purge flow, cross-flow exists near the endwalls due the
higher turning of low momentum fluid under the action of the blade-to-blade pressure
gradient. When purge flow is injected without swirl, in the frame of reference of the
rotor, this purge flow has a strong cross-flow component. Figure 5-12 shows the
circumferentially averaged cross flow profile at various axial cuts through the rotor,
for the baseline case with no purge flow, a case with non-swirled purge flow, and
a case with purge flow swirled to rim speed. It can be seen that for the baseline
case, a cross-flow layer near the hub begins to form at about 20% axial chord. This
eventually leads to the development of a passage vortex, the core of which can clearly
be discerned (labeled Core 1) near 20% span at the rotor exit plane. When purge
flow is introduced with no swirl, the cross-flow layer near the hub, and consequently
the passage vortex, are given an early start. The result of this is primarily reflected,
not in the vortex strength, but in the vortex core being displaced toward midspan
(Core 2). Swirled purge flow results in a secondary flow field closly resembling that
in the baseline case.
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Figure 5-12: circumferentially averaged cross-flow
The significance of early development and radial migration of the passage vortex
is two-fold: more fluid is swept under the vortex and towards the blade suction
surface, and the blockage effect associated with the vortex is increased. Both of these
characteristics enhance the generation of radial flow on the blade suction surface.
Figure 5-13 shows the radially averaged blade-to-blade profiles of radial velocity (the
radial averaging is applied over the bottom 50% span only). We find higher average
radial velocities on the suction side of the blade, which is indicative of higher
∂Vr′
∂c′ .
As shown earlier in this section, it is this radial velocity gradient that is responsible
for the majority of secondary flow loss commonly associated with the passage vortex.
Undesrstandably, purge flow injected without swirl leads to higher losses. Pre-swirling
purge flow prior to injection eliminates the driving force for early development and
radial migration of the passage vortex, thereby mitigating the secondary flow losses
associated with purge flow.
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Figure 5-13: radial velocity averaged over the lower 50% span
5.4 Losses due to Change in Reaction
As noted in the discussion of Fig. 5-2(a), aside from the increased losses in the vicinity
of the passage vortex, there are also increases in the entropy generation rate near the
blade tip and over most of the wetted surfaces of the rotor passage. The reduction in
losses through the NGV, shown in Fig. 5-1(b) must also be addressed.
The reduction in loss through the NGV has been observed previously in [1], where
it was attributed to an increased degree of reaction - a consequence of the blockage
effect introduced with purge flow injection. However, it is important to realize that
this change in reaction, while reducing the losses through the NGV, also accounts for
some of the increased losses through the rotor. Changes in reaction due to cooling and
purge flows are taken into account in the design process4, but in our current research,
it is important to be aware of this effect, so that one does not mistakenly attribute
4Personal communications with Dr. David Little, Siemens Energy Inc.
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all of the additional rotor losses in Fig. 5-4 to the purge-secondary flow interaction
discussed in the previous section.
For the present configuration, injecting 1.5% purge flow increases the degree of
reaction from 0.412 to 0.439. Another way of looking at it is that the operating
point of both NGV and rotor is shifted as illustrated in Fig. 5-14, with less pressure
drop
(
Pt
P
)
through the NGV but more pressure drop
(
Pt,rel
P
)
through the rotor. The
higher pressure drop across the rotor indicates a higher pressure difference between
the suction and pressure side of the blade, thus leading to higher tip clearance flow. In
addition, the changes in pressure ratio indicate likewise changes in freestream Mach
number, which in turn explains the decreased NGV losses and the higher wetted
losses through the rotor. All of these changes are consistent with the observations in
Fig. 5-2(a).
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Figure 5-14: change in operating point for ngv and rotor, mf=1.5% sf=0%
5.5 Purge-Tip Clearance Flow Interaction
When purge flow is injected from the shroud, the previously discussed effects are still
present. However, it will be shown that an additional potential for purge flow interac-
tion with tip clearance flow exist for unshrouded rotors. This effect will compensate
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Figure 5-15: isometric view of rotor, showing S˙ ′′′visc contours, and par-
ticle traces from tip and shroud-passage vortex regions. 1.5% purge
flow injected at the shroud
for purge flow losses to a large extent, as was noted in Fig. 5-1(b).
The fact that losses due to the purge-mainstream shear layer are similar to those
for hub-injected purge flow can be inferred from agreement between the curves in
Fig. 5-1(b) up to the rotor leading edge. In terms of secondary flow effects, Fig. 5-15
shows the distinct loss regions associated with the counter-rotating tip clearance flow
and passage vortices, for the case of shroud-injected purge flow. Figure 5-16 takes a
closer look at the regions marked “C” and “D” both with and without purge flow.
Comparison between (Ci) and (Cii) demonstrates the migration of the passage
vortex towards the midspan (passage vortex core is marked with a black circle). As
in the case of hub-injection, the region of high loss that does not coincide with the
passage vortex core, but is rather related to radial velocity gradient
(
∂Vr
∂c
)2
, is clearly
enhanced when purge flow is injected. Therefore, in addition to the similarity of shear
layer loss between hub and shroud-injected purge flow, similar secondary flow losses
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Figure 5-16: entropy generation rate per unit volume in regions “C” and
“D” in fig. 5-15 for the baseline case (Ci,Di) and a case with 1.5% purge
flow injected at the shroud (Cii, Dii)
are generated in the vicinity of the passage vortex. However, despite an increase in
degree of reaction, tip clearance flow loss has decreased dramatically. This reduction
can be seen most clearly downstream of the blade, where most the tip clearance flow
losses are realized, in (Di) and (Dii) of Fig. 5-16. Figure 5-2(b) shows the net effect
of shroud-injected purge flow more clearly.
This reduction in tip clearance loss can be explained once again by thinking in
terms of the cross-flow, introduced in the shroud region due to the non-swirled purge
flow’s relative motion in the rotating frame. Figure 5-17 shows the vector field in
a plane halfway between the rotor tip gap, for a case with and without purge flow.
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Figure 5-17: velocity field in rotor frame of reference, half way be-
tween rotor tip and shroud, and blade loading at 95,96,97,98.5 and
50% span a)no purge b)1.5% purge flow at shroud
Figure 5-17(b) shows how the tangential momentum of the purge flow suppresses
tip clearance flow in the forward part of the blade. The mechanism for suppression
is essentially effective flow-turning in the tip region, arising from the momentum
balance between mainstream and purge flows. Another way to think about it is that
the negative incidence of the purge flow unloads the tip region, hence reducing the
driving force for tip clearance flow. The blade loading distribution of the top 5% span
is given in Fig. 5-17 to illustrate this point.
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5.6 Implications for Purge Flow Upstream of First
NGV
In general, purge flow is also injected upstream of the first NGV to cool the platform.
Based on the understanding of purge flow loss effects gained through this work, one
can make the following predictions: In terms of shear layer loss, there is no swirl in the
mainstream flow entering the first NGV (immediately downstream of the combustor),
so the shear layer associated with non-swirled purge flow injection would be weak.
In addition, non-swirled purge flow does not lead to enhanced cross-flow, since it
enters with zero incidence. Finally, the degree of reaction of the turbine stage is not
changed. From these arguments, one would expect hardly any losses associated with
this type of purge flow. Indeed, CFD results show no measurable purge flow losses
for this configuration. The above does not apply to purge flow injected upstream of
vanes other than the first NGV.
5.7 Summary of Purge Flow Loss Mechanisms
In this chapter, four mechanisms by which purge flow affects viscous losses were
identified. These are summarized in Table 5.1, along with the purge flow features
that drive them. The next chapter will give a quantitative account of the relative
contributions these purge flow effects have on loss. Design guidelines, in terms of
mitigating purge flow losses using the four design parameters under investigation,
will also be presented.
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Table 5.1: summary of the effects purge flow has on loss
Effect Traceability of loss generation Drivers
Shear layer Purge-mainstream velocity deficit, leads
to viscous shear
primarily ∆Vθ
Secondary flow
interaction
Cross flow and blockage due to the pas-
sage vortex both contribute to gener-
ating radial velocity gradients on the
suction side of the blade. Non-swirled
purge flow exacerbates both effects.
purge flow swirl
in relative frame
Increased reac-
tion
Purge flow blockage decreases Pt
P
, m˙, M
and wetted loss through NGV, but in-
creases
Pt,rel
P
, m˙, Mrel and wetted + tip
clearance losses through rotor.
purge flow mass
fraction
Tip clearance
flow interaction
Tangential momentum of purge flow in
the relative frame suppresses tip clear-
ance flow in the forward part of the
blade
purge flow swirl
in relative frame
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Chapter 6
Quantifying Effects of Purge Flow
Design on Loss
Four ways by which purge flow affects viscous loss generation in a turbine stage have
been identified in chapter 5. The discussion so far has been primarily qualitative,
with a focus on understanding the flow physics. In this chapter, a quantitative com-
parison of the losses in different purge flow configurations will be presented. The
understanding of the loss mechanisms, identified in the previous chapter, will help
synthesize these quantitative results into design guidelines. The current results will
also be assessed against published data.
6.1 Design Guidelines
A number of cases were modeled, in which purge flow parameters were systematically
varied from the following nominal configuration: hub injection upstream of the rotor
with mf = 1.5%, sf = 0%, gf = 5%, φ = 30◦. The resulting purge flow losses
are presented in Fig. 6-1(a). For clarity, the parameters that differ from the nominal
values are highlighted.
As shown in Fig. 6-1(a), purge flow can result in a 12% increase in stage loss if
injected at the hub, but the penatly is far smaller if injected at the shroud. Figure 6-
1(a) also conveys the fact that, of the four purge flow design parameters investigated,
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(b) Breakdown of purge flow loss
Figure 6-1: purge flow losses for a number if illustrative configura-
tions
mass fraction and swirl fraction have substantially higher leverage on purge flow
losses. To understand why that is, it is useful to view a breakdown of the purge flow
losses in terms of the various mechanisms listed in Table 5.1. Such a decomposition is
presented in Fig. 6-1(b). In the following discussion, the method for delineating the
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loss mechanism will first be presented. Subsequently, the purge flow configurations
that lead to substantial reduction in loss, and those that do not, will be rationalized,
based on our understanding of the loss mechanisms and their drivers. This will allow
design guidelines to be cast in terms of effective and ineffective purge flow parameters.
6.1.1 Delineating between loss mechanisms
The method for delineating between the loss mechanisms associated with purge flow
injection, yielding the breakdown in Fig. 6-1(b), is illustrated in Fig. 6-2. The pro-
cedure is as follows: Shear layer loss is based on the axisymmetric results (labeled ‘i’
in Fig. 6-2). For the case of hub-injection into the three dimensional blade passage
(3Dhub), purge flow losses beyond those found in the axisymmetric case (ii and iii)
are due to the combined effect of change in reaction and purge-secondary flow inter-
action. The delineation between these two additional effects can be approximated
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Figure 6-2: accumulated net purge flow losses for various cases, illus-
trating procedure of delineating between various effects of purge
flow
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by assuming that swirling purge flow to rim speed (sf = 100%) elliminates purge-
secondary flow interaction. This assumption is based on a qualitative comparison
of the entropy generation rate contours in Fig. 5-7 and at other axial locations. On
the other hand, the blockage effect of swirled and non-swirled purge flow is similar,
since it is primarily a function of purge flow mass fraction. We therefore make the
approximation that, for the case sf = 100%, all losses beyond those due to the shear
layer are due to change in reaction. The diference between sf = 0% and sf = 100%
is then attributed entirely to purge-secondary flow interaction. The tip clearance flow
suppression effect with shroud-injected purge flow is quantified by assuming that all
other losses are the same as for hub-injection. Any difference in the losses between
cases of hub and shroud-injection is attributed to tip clearance flow suppression(iv).
6.1.2 Effective design parameters
Comparing the first two configurations in Fig. 6-1(a) indicates that purge flow losses
are almost proportional to mass fraction. Figure 6-1(b) shows that this is true for all
of the purge flow loss mechanisms. The third configuration in Fig. 6-1(a) shows that
swirling purge flow to rim speed reduces the penalty of purge flow injection by more
than 2/3, relative to the nominal case. For intermediate values of swirl, Fig. 6-3 gives
approximately quadratic scaling of loss.
The reason that purge flow swirl is such an effective design parameters is that it
affects both shear layer and secondary flow losses. In addition, the shear layer loss,
which amounts to 1/2 of the penalty, is dominated by the circumferential velocity
deficit between purge and mainstream flows. Because the shear layer loss is such a
significant contribution, the quadratic scaling in Fig. 6-3 can in part be explained by
the quadratic dependence of shear layer loss on purge flow swirl velocity (see Fig. 5-5).
Referring back to Fig. 6-1(a) and Fig. 6-1(b), we note that in the case of shroud
injected purge flow, total purge flow losses are not that high to begin with, due to
the tip clearance flow suppression effect. On the other hand, swirling shroud-injected
purge flow does not lead to significant further reduction in loss, since there is a tradeoff
with the tip clearance flow suppression effect.
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Figure 6-3: scaling of purge flow losses with swirl and mass fraction
6.1.3 Ineffective design parameters
Figure 6-1(a) shows that gap fraction and injection angle yield at most a 6% change in
purge flow losses over the entire design space. An additional case was generated with
an even narrower gap and lower injection angle (gf = 2.5%, φ = 15◦) to simulate the
effect of an overlapping seal, however this did not lead to significant loss reduction
either.
The lack of sensitivity of purge flow losses to gap fraction and injection angle can
be rationalized as follows. In the first place, gf and φ are control parameters affecting
the shear layer loss only, which is responsible for 1/2 of the purge losses. Secondly,
within this already limited scope, it was shown in chapter 5 that the shear layer loss
is dominated by the circumferential velocity deficit between purge and mainstream
flows, rather than the axial and radial components that are determined by φ and gf .
Results from a more extensive parametric study, using the control volume mixed-out
analysis described in the same chapter, are presented in Fig. 6-4.
Fig. 6-4(a) shows almost linear scaling of shear layer loss with mf . It is also
evident from Fig. 6-4(a) that swirling purge flow to rim speed brings down shear
layer loss by 75-80%. In contrast to mass fraction and swirl velocity, Fig. 6-4(b)
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(b) Effect of gf and φ
Figure 6-4: parametric study of shear layer loss using control volume
mixed-out analysis
shows that gap width and injection angle are less effective in reducing shear layer
loss. Within the original design space, spanning 30◦ < φ < 90◦ and 5% < gf < 8.3%,
the contour plot of change in loss due to the shear layer associated with purge flow
injection varies only by less than 10%. These results indicate that the circumferential
velocity term in Eqn. (5.1) dominates shear layer loss. If we allow for some swirl to
be picked up by purge air due to windage at the rotor disc, or if we intentionally
design purge flow to enter the flow path with high swirl, the relative significance of
the radial and axial velocity terms increases. However, in absolute terms, the effect of
the radial and axial velocity deficit, and hence the design parameters gf and φ, never
exceeds 1.5% of the baseline stage losses. Beyond this design space (particularly for
very narrow purge gaps, where the purge jet axial and radial kinetic energy become
more important), the effect of injection angle can also become significant. However,
this would require gap widths much narrower than what is used in current practices.
As noted, CFD results suggest an even weaker dependence on gf and φ (< 6%
change in loss). This is most likely due to potential flow effects that act to change the
effective geometry of the purge slot. Figure 6-5 shows how the blockage effect of the
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Figure 6-5: effect of purge flow blockage and slot chamfer in modify-
ing effective injection angle
purge flow jet increases the upstream static pressure, effectively putting a lid on the
forward part of the gap. This forces the purge flow to be turned in the axial direction,
even when the physical geometry is designed for radial injection (φ = 90◦). Note that,
although chamfering appears to be an easy way to lower the injection angle, it is not
necessarily good practice with respect to ingestion, as diffusion near the entrance to
the mainstream flowpath makes the system susceptible to ingestion. Considerations
regarding ingestion will be discussed further in Chapter 7.
6.2 Comparison to Published Results
Although the present study does not include assessment of computational results
through experiments, there is reasonable agreement between our findings and pub-
lished data in the literature. Figure 6-6 shows normalized efficiency trends with purge
flow swirl and mass fraction, as compared to experimental data published in [1]. The
results from the present study yield a quadratic trend of loss with swirl fraction. This
is not surprising, as the shear layer loss was shown analytically to be a quadratic
function of purge flow swirl velocity in Eqn. (5.1). On the other hand, the experi-
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Figure 6-6: comparison of present results to experimental data pub-
lished by reid et. al.[1]
mental data of Reid et. al. suggests a linear trend in efficiency improvement with
swirl fraction. This is likely because, in a physical scenario, purge flow tends to pick
up swirl due to windage as it travels through rim seals, particularly at low swirl frac-
tions (when the relative motion between purge flow and rotating walls is highest). At
higher swirl fractions, when this phenomenon is less pronounced, the present results
are in reasonable accord with the experimental results of Reid et. al.1. Since non-
swirled purge flow is never really the case, a more realistic assessment of the potential
for reducing purge flow losses through an intentional swirling device, would be the
comparison of sf=30% vs. sf=100%, in which case the higher swirl reduces the purge
flow losses per unit mass injected by 50%.
The present results are also in accord with the numerical investigation of Ong
1The measured efficiencies are slightly higher, possibly due to both a difference in seal geometry
and additional swirl due to windage. In fact, it is reasonable to suspect that the experimental results
under-estimate purge flow losses, since they predict that the baseline efficiency with no purge flow
will be recovered at sf=80% for mf=0.5%
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et.al.[4]. In that study, the authors found a 0.75%-point increase in efficiency when
going from mf=0.84% sf=0% to mf=0.69 sf=110% (the mass flow was not kept con-
stant between the swirled and non-swirled cases in that study). Of this improvement,
it was estimated that 0.4%-points are due to reductions in shear layer loss, and the
remaining 0.35%-points are due to reducing the negative incidence of purge flow -
a similar breakdown to what was found in the present results. Interpolating from
the results of the present work would give an improvement of about 0.55%-points of
efficiency.
Although the numbers do not agree perfectly, the observed trends, in terms of
secondary flow kinematics and loss generation, are consistent with what has been
documented by other researchers. By looking at the problem in the context of entropy
sources and drivers for high shear strain rate, the current work adds new insight into
how loss generation in a turbine flow path comes about as a result of purge flow
injection.
6.3 Summary of Design Guidelines
The design guidelines for reducing the loss characteristics of purge flow can be sum-
marized as follows:
1. For every 1% purge flow, turbine stage losses increase by roughly 8%, though
the relationship between mf and loss is somewhat less than linear
2. Swirling purge flow prior to injection is an effective way for mitigating both
shear layer and secondary flow losses. With a sf = 100%, 2/3 of the purge flow
losses can be recovered.
3. gf and φ are not effective design parameters for mitigating loss. Their combined
effect can reduce purge flow losses by 5-6% only.
4. Purge flow injected from the shroud, upstream of an unshrouded rotor, does
not result in severe losses, as most of the negative impact is compensated by
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suppression of tip clearance flow. Swirling shroud-injected purge flow does not
result in significant additional benefit, as there is a tradeoff between purge flow
losses and tip clearance flow suppression.
5. Purge flow injected upstream of the first NGV does not generate significant
losses
Note that these design guidelines do not take into account sealing effectiveness.
After all, the purpose of purge flow is to prevent hot gas ingestion, and it would be
necessary to evaluate a given design based on the losses generated for a minimum
required sealing effectiveness. In particular, it was found that pre-swirling purge
flow, though an effective way to reduce losses, increases the system’s susceptibility to
ingestion. The next chapter will address this issue.
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Chapter 7
Effects of Purge Flow Design on
Ingestion
Chapters 5 and 6 focused on answering the question “which characteristics of purge
flow are most detrimental to turbine performance, given that secondary air has to be
injected into the mainstream?”. It was demonstrated that swirling purge flow prior to
injection was an effective way to mitigate the losses associated with injecting a given
amount of purge air. However, it is important to consider how such design changes
will influence the system’s resistance to ingestion.
7.1 Effect of Purge Flow Swirl on Ingestion
With the purge slot located downstream of the mixing plane (Fig. 2-1(b)), the circum-
ferential pressure non-uniformity, which drives externally-induced ingestion, is due to
the upstream influence of the downstream rotor blades. Given the same external flow
in the annulus, one would expect the same rotor upstream influence, and the same
requirement for purge flow to seal a given cavity, regardless of the purge flow swirl
velocity. However, Fig. 7-1 shows that, at a mass fraction of mf = 0.5%, non-swilred
purge flow fully seals a cavity with gf = 5%, φ = 30◦, while the same quantity of
purge flow swirled to rim speed is insufficient to prevent ingestion (negative radial
velocities upstream of the rotor leading edge). This behavior implies that, unless
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Figure 7-1: blade-to-blade view, showing contours of radial velocity
across purge slot, and a meridional cut showing meridional flow field
inside cavity.
additional measures are taken to compensate for this effect, some of the benefit of
pre-swirling purge flow may be negated by the higher mass fractions required to seal
the cavity.
Popovic and Hodson’s [5] experimental and computational work confirms this phe-
nomenon. They observed reduced sealing effectiveness as purge flow circumferential
velocity in the relative frame was decreased (which is equivalent to increasing purge
flow swirl). They argue that this can be explained by a reduction in the pressure
non-uniformity associated with the rotor blade’s upstream influence. This chapter
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will suggest an alternative explanation.
The new hypothesis will first be presented through an analogy to a spring-mass-
damper system, and justified with a time-scale argument. The ingestion phenomenon
will then be modeled analytically, using a linear analysis, in order to establish scaling
with relevant parameters. The linear analysis will identify reduction in gf as effective
means of compensating for the decreased sealing effectiveness of swirled purge flow.
The analysis will also be extended to unsteady flow, with results suggesting that in
unsteady flow situations, swirling purge flow would actually be beneficial, both with
regard to loss and to ingestion.
7.2 Hypothesis
The fact that the region of ingestion in Fig. 7-1(b) occurs upstream of the rotor
leading edge, indicates that the driving force is the external pressure non-uniformity
associated with the rotor upstream influence. The pressure field at the hub and into
the purge cavity, shown in Fig. 7-2, is steady in the relative frame. Figures 7-2(a) and
7-2(b) also show the path traced by example purge flow fluid particles emerging from
the cavity, for a non-swirled and swirled case respectively. It is evident that in the
relative frame of the rotor (i.e. the frame of the pressure disturbance), non-swirled
purge flow takes a highly circumferential path across multiple peaks and troughs of the
pressure non-uniformity, while swirled purge flow essentially tracks the rotor upstream
influence. In the former case, the time-averaged effect of the pressure disturbance on
non-swirled purge flow fluid particles results in a less pronounced response in velocity.
7.2.1 Analogy to spring-mass-damper system
The mechanisms is analogous to the situation of a spring-mass-damper harmonic
oscillator, forced at a high frequency. Figure 7-3(a) shows a schematic of such a
system, with a periodic force applied to it with some frequency, f = ω
2pi
. The resulting
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(a) sf = 0%, cavity fully sealed
(b) sf = 100%, ingestion occurs
Figure 7-2: hub pressure field and purge flow streamlines in rotor
frame.
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Figure 7-3: harmonic response of spring-mass-damper system.
periodic response in displacement will take the form of Eqn. (7.1)
x(t) = A
F0
k
ei(ωt−φ) (7.1)
where A is the dynamic amplification factor and φ is a phase shift. Figure 7-3(b) il-
lustrates that A approaches zero at high frequencies (relative to the natural frequency
of the system, fn). At these high frequencies, the system reacts to the time-average
of the forcing term, which is zero.
In this analogy, the periodic pressure disturbance, imposed by the rotor upstream
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influence, acts as a forcing function with a time-averaged value of zero. If the time
scale over which the pressure disturbance acts on purge flow fluid particles in the
cavity is greater than the blade passing period, the flow will react with a corresponding
disturbance in velocity that is proportional to the time-averaged pressure disturbance.
The next section will verify this condition.
7.2.2 Time-scale argument
To obtain the purge flow time scale, we must estimate the upstream influence of
the pressure non-uniformity imposed on the purge flow cavity at hub radius. In
order to simplify the analysis and bring out the most important effects, a Cartesian
approximation of the purge slot will be used. Unwrapping the annular purge slot, and
viewing it as a two dimensional duct, is a good approximation for the high hub-to-tip
ratio machine we are working with. The circumferential direction will be designated
as “y”, and the meridional direction, defined in Fig. 7-4(b), will be designated as “x”.
To avoid confusion between the meridional direction in the purge slot and the axial
direction in the external flow, subscript ext will be used when referring to the latter.
This notation will be used for the remainder of this chapter.
We can describe the pressure and rotor-fame relative velocities as periodic fluctu-
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Figure 7-4: axis definition for investigation of ingestion phenomenon.
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ations about mean values, as in Eqn. (7.2)-(7.4)
P (x, y) = P + P ′(x, y) (7.2)
Wx(x, y) = Wx +W
′
x(x, y) (7.3)
Wy(x, y) = Wy +W
′
y(x, y) (7.4)
Under the conditions of small pressure and velocity disturbances1, P ′ obeys the
Laplace equation[16]
∇2P ′ = 0 (7.5)
The pressure non-uniformity at the exit of the purge slot (x = 0) is set by the exter-
nal flow field, which imposes a periodic boundary condition of the form in Eqn. (7.6)
P ′(0, y) = P0e
i( 2piλ )y (7.6)
where P0 is the amplitude of the pressure disturbance and λ its period (in this case
the rotor pitch). The resulting solution to the Laplace equation is given by Eqn. (7.7).
P ′(x, y) = P0e(
2pi
λ )x+i(
2piy
λ )y (7.7)
This result indicates that the upstream influence (x-length scale) is equal to the
wavelength of the pressure disturbance (y-length scale), which in this case is the
blade pitch, λ. Therfore, using blade pitch as a length scale, and average meridional
velocity, W x =
m˙b
ρ(2pirdg)
, the purge flow time scale can be calculated. Equation (7.8)
shows that the purge flow time scale is approximately 20 times larger than the blade
passing period
1In this context, “small” means that W ′x  W x, W ′x  W y and P ′  12ρW
2
x. These conditions
are not met in the current configuration, but asymptotic analysis arguments can be used to derive
conclusions about the current system based on the behavior of a system that does satisfy the small
perturbation conditions. It will be shown that these conclusions compare well to CFD results even
when the small perturbation conditions are not rigorously satisfied
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purge flow time scale
blade passing period
=
λ
Wx
λ
Ωrhub
=
Ωrhub
W x
≈ 20 (7.8)
Two conclusions can be drawn from Eqn. (7.8). Firstly, multiple blade passing
events can occur in the time it takes for a non-swirled purge flow particle to move
through the pressure disturbance, resulting in an averaging effect. Secondly, the blade
pitch factors out of the time scale ratio, indicating that the blade count of the rotor
does not affect this ingestion phenomenon. To gain insight into the parameters that
do affect ingestion, and to specifically identify those that can be used to mitigate this
undesirable effect, the remainder of this chapter will develop a linear model for the
response of purge flow in the presence of a periodic pressure disturbance.
7.3 Linear Analysis of Ingestion
This section will first solve linearlized x- and y-momentum equations, given the as-
sumed pressure field in Eqn. (7.7). This will allow for transfer functions, relating W ′x
and W ′y to P
′, to be cast in terms of purge flow design parameters. The behavior of
these transfer functions will be assessed against computed CFD results, and then used
to arrive at a criterion for ingestion. The analysis will also be extended to unsteady
flow situations, where the pressure disturbance is set by NGV-rotor interaction.
7.3.1 Linear analysis transfer functions
To begin, we express the x-momentum equation in terms of the mean and perturbation
quantities of Eqn. (7.2)-(7.4)
(
W x +W
′
x
) ∂ (W x +W ′x)
∂x
+
(
W y +W
′
y
) ∂ (W x +W ′x)
∂y
= −1
ρ
∂
(
P + P ′
)
∂x
(7.9)
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Assuming small perturbations in velocity and pressure, we can linearize about the
average quantities, yielding Eqn. (7.10)
W x
∂W ′x
∂x
+W y
∂W ′x
∂y
= −1
ρ
∂P ′
∂x
(7.10)
The right-hand-side forcing term can be calculated from the expression for P ′ given
in Eqn. (7.7), resulting in Eqn. (7.11)
W x
∂W ′x
∂x
+W y
∂W ′x
∂y
= −1
ρ
2pi
λ
P0e
( 2piλ )x+i(
2pi
λ )y (7.11)
Realizing that the particular solution to this inhomogeneous partial differential equa-
tion will take the form W ′x = X˜e
( 2piλ )x+i(
2pi
λ )y, we can substitute into Eqn. (7.11) and
solve for X˜
X˜ =
(−P0
ρW x
)
1
1 + iW y
Wx
(7.12)
The same procedure can be undertaken with the y-momentum equation, yielding a
solution of the form W ′y = Y˜ e
( 2piλ )x+i(
2pi
λ )y, where Y˜ is given in Eqn. (7.13)
Y˜ =
(
P0
ρW x
) −i
1 + iW y
Wx
(7.13)
Having obtained explicit solutions to the linearized momentum equations, transfer
functions can be defined between non-dimensional quantities that characterize the
response of purge flow. The primary quantity of interest is the ratio −W
′
x
Wx
. As this
ratio approaches unity, the system approaches a state of localized ingestion. The non-
uniformity in the y-direction can also be quantified by the ratio
W ′y
Wx
. Although this
latter quantity does not reflect the degree of ingestion directly, it will be presented
here for a an additional consistency check between the linearized analysis and CFD
results. These two ratios, −W
′
x
Wx
and
W ′y
Wx
, will be the outputs of the transfer functions.
Because the ingestion mechanism we are dealing with is pressure driven, the relevant
input to the transfer functions is P
′
ρW
2
x
. The transfer functions, defined in Eqn. (7.14)
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and Eqn. (7.15), are put in the form of an amplification factor (A) and phase angle
(φ).
Hx =
(
−W ′x
Wx
)
(
P ′
ρW
2
x
) = 1√
1 +
(
W y
Wx
)2
︸ ︷︷ ︸
A
ei
φ︷ ︸︸ ︷(
−atanWy
Wx
)
(7.14)
Hy =
(
W ′y
Wx
)
(
P ′
ρW
2
x
) = 1√
1 +
(
W y
Wx
)2
︸ ︷︷ ︸
A
ei
φ︷ ︸︸ ︷(
−pi
2
−atanWy
Wx
)
(7.15)
It is clear that Eqn. (7.14) and Eqn. (7.15) are fundamentally functions of the
ratio W y
Wx
, which is in essence the effective time scale ratio presented in Eqn. (7.8).
This ratio can be expressed in terms of the purge flow design parameters mf , sf , gf
and a constant, K, that is a function of the turbine stage design, i.e.
W y
W x
= (sf − 1)
(
gf
mf
) 4
(
ρb
ρa
)
(
Wx,a
Ωrmean
)(
rtip
rhub
+ 1
)2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
K
(7.16)
The final and most useful form of the transfer functions defined in Eqn. (7.14) and
Eqn. (7.15), is thus given by Eqn. (7.17) and Eqn. (7.18).
Hx =
1√
1 + (sf − 1)2
(
gf
mf
)2
K2︸ ︷︷ ︸
A
ei
φ︷ ︸︸ ︷
{−atan[(1−sf)( gfmf )K]} (7.17)
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Hy =
1√
1 + (sf − 1)2
(
gf
mf
)2
K2︸ ︷︷ ︸
A
ei
φ︷ ︸︸ ︷
{−pi2−atan[(1−sf)( gfmf )K]} (7.18)
To get a sense of how these transfer functions behave, Fig. 7-5(a) and Fig. 7-5(b)
illustrate the amplification factors and phase angles of Hx and Hy as a function of swirl
fraction. The gap fraction is held fixed at gf = 5% and scenarios for three different
mass fractions are shown. The amplification factors in Fig. 7-5 show peak amplitudes
in W ′x and W
′
y at sf = 100%, indicating that ingestion is most likely to occur. The
phase angle, φ, indicates that the peaks and troughs in W ′x are circumferentially
aligned with those of the pressure non-uniformity, while the peaks and troughs in
W ′y lead by
1
4
period. At sf = 0%, and at swirl fractions exceeding rim speed,
the time-averaged pressure disturbance elicits a diminished response from velocity,
in an analogous manner to a spring-mass oscillator that is being forced at a high
frequency (Note the similarity of the amplification factor to that of the critically
damped spring-mass-damper in Fig. 7-3(b)). At low swirl fractions, the phase of
both W ′x and W
′
y is shifted back by
1
4
period. At higher mass fractions (or lower
gap fractions), the averaging effect is weaker, as purge flow has a higher meridional
velocitiy and experiences fewer blade passage events as it moved through the pressure
disturbance.
To assess the behavior of these transfer functions against CFD results, Fig. 7-6
and Fig. 7-7 present the computed circumferential variation in P ′, W ′x and W
′
y, from
representative locations inside the purge cavity2. The two figures show results from
two mass flow rates, mf = 1.5% and mf = 0.5% respectively, and a case with and
without swirl is given for each mass flow rate.
At mf = 1.5% (Fig. 7-6), the assumption of small velocity perturbations is sat-
isfied. Comparing Fig. 7-6(a) with Fig. 7-6(b) we observe reduced perturbations in
velocity for the case with no swirl, and a shift in the circumferential location of peaks
2The representative locations are approximately 0.2 - 0.6 purge slot gap widths into the purge
cavity, where the results are less obscured by shearing from the mainstream flow
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Figure 7-5: amplification factors and phase of transfer functions.
and troughs of W ′x and W
′
y (the arrows make it easier to see the phase relationship
between the quantities in each subplot. Note the negative sign in −W
′
x
Wx
means that
phase is measured from peak of P ′ to trough of W ′x). Both of these features are in
agreement with the predictions of the linear analysis. At the lower purge mass flow
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Figure 7-6: pressure and velocity non-uniformities, at representative
radial locations in purge cavity, for mf = 1.5%. cavity is fully sealed
and all quantities are averaged across the axial extent of the purge
gap.
rate (Fig. 7-7), where ingestion occurs and therfore the assumptions of the linear
analysis are not strictly satisfied, the trends observed in CFD results are still in good
agreement with those of the linear analysis (Note that for the case of sf = 100% there
are two peaks in W ′y: one corresponds to swirl induced by the pressure disturbance
and the other reflects the ingestion of highly swirled mainstream flow).
7.3.2 Criterion for ingestion based on linear analysis
Qualitative agreement in response amplitude and phase, between the linear analysis
and CFD, suggests that we have arrived at the correct explanation for increased
susceptibility to ingestion for swirled purge flow. However, we can take the linear
analysis a step further and define a criterion for ingestion. This will give a first order
estimate of the purge air mass fraction required to seal a given cavity, without the
need for elaborate CFD calculations.
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Figure 7-7: pressure and velocity non-uniformities, at representative
radial locations in purge cavity, for mf = 0.5%. ingestion occurs for
the case of sf = 100% and all quantities are taken near the down-
stream edge of the slot, across the region of ingestion.
The criterion for ingestion is that the ratio of disturbance to mean meridional
velocity is greater than unity, i.e.
−W ′x
Wx
≥ 1 (7.19)
This ratio can be obtained using the transfer function defined in Eq. (7.14), given
the pressure disturbance at the purge slot exit as an input. To begin, we assume
that the pressure disturbance is imposed on the purge slot exit by the external flow.
The amplitude of the pressure non-uniformity at the rotor leading edge plane can be
approximated by the mainstream dynamic head. The upstream influence of that non-
uniformity satisfies the Laplace Equation, resulting in the exponential decay shown
in Fig. 7-8. This providing an estimate of P0 - the pressure disturbance amplitude at
the purge slot exit. Applying the transfer function from P
′
ρW
′
x
to −W
′
x
Wx
for a range of
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Figure 7-8: method for estimating amplitude of rotor upstream influ-
ence at purge slot.
mf and sf , holding the purge gap geometry fixed at either gf = 5% or gf = 2.5%,
results in the contours in Fig. 7-9.
As mentioned earlier, −W
′
x
Wx
≥ 1 indicates a state of ingestion. Figure 7-9 shows
that swirling purge flow to sf = 50% increases the purge flow required to seal the
cavity by a factor of two, and sf = 100% increases it by a factor of 5. (Note that the
contours in Fig. 7-9 are symmetric about sf = 100%.) The benefit of swirling purge
flow to reduce losses is quickly offset by the higher purge flow requirement. However,
comparing the case of gf = 5% against gf = 2.5% shows that decreasing the gap
width is an effective way to improve sealing effectiveness.
Because reducing gap width does not affect the loss characteristics of purge flow
(as was established in chapter 6), one can minimize losses by increasing sf , and com-
pensating for decreased sealing effectiveness by reducing gf . However, it is worth
considering the alternative strategy of reducing gf in order to minimize purge flow
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Figure 7-9: contours of −W
′
x
Wx
, based on linear analysis with pressure
disturbance estimated from first principles.
requirement, which would in turn reduce purge flow losses directly. Both strategies
require a reduction in gap width, a parameter that may be constrained by manu-
facturing and operational considerations. In order to accurately compare the cost of
these two strategies, it is important that the criterion for ingestion is quantitatively
precise.
7.3.3 Criterion for ingestion vs. CFD results
In the previous subsection, a criterion for ingestion was derived entirely from first
principles. To assess this result, Fig. 7-10(a) includes data points from CFD that
delineate the −W
′
x
Wx
= 1 limit. The agreement of the analytical and computational
results is good, with the exception that the peak purge flow requirement based on CFD
is lower and does not occur at sf = 100%. This is because the pressure disturbance
cannot be considered to be entirely imposed by the external flow, and is in fact a
function of purge flow parameters.
The expression for the two dimensional pressure field in the cavity, given earlier
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Figure 7-10: contours of −W
′
x
Wx
based on linear model compared to inges-
tion limit based on cfd.
in Eqn. (7.7), can be generalized in Eqn. (7.20)
P ′(x, y) = P0e(
2pi
L )x+i(
2pi
λ )y (7.20)
where the amplitude of the pressure disturbance at x = 0 is not necessarily a constant
independent of purge flow parameters, and the upstream decay rate length scale, L, is
not necessarily equal to the blade pitch3. Figure 7-11 shows the pressure disturbance
amplitude as a function of meridional distance into the cavity, for three different
values of sf . Both gap-averaged and peak amplitudes are given. An exponential
curve is fitted to the gap-averaged data, and decay length scale is given as a ratio
to the blade pitch. It is clear that both P0 and L are dependent on purge flow
swirl. Figure 7-12 gives further details on how P0 and L scale with swirl and mass
fraction. The constant values of P0 and L derived from first principles, and used to
3Note that the deviation of L from from the y-length scale, λ, means that W ′x and W
′
y do not
satisfy continuity. However this is not unreasonable, since the linear analysis is two dimensional and
does not take into account flow perpendicular to the meridional direction.
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Figure 7-11: decay of pressure disturbance amplitude as a function of
meridional distance into the cavity, mf = 1%.
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Figure 7-12: characteristics of pressure fields in cavity obtained from
CFD, showing P0 and L/λ as a function of purge flow swirl.
generate Fig. 7-9, are also given for reference. As purge flow swirl is increased, the
disturbance amplitude exhibits non-monotonic behavior, with peak values occurring
at sf ≈ 50− 70%, while the decay length scale decreases almost linearly. A physical
explanation for this behavior has yet to be formulated.
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If the pressure field obtained from CFD is used as an input to the linear analysis
transfer functions, with P0 and L allowed to vary with swirl according to a curve fit
of the data points in Fig. 7-12 that lie on the ingestion limit, the resulting criterion
for ingestion is given in Fig. 7-10(b). There is now excellent agreement between
the location of peak ingestion susceptibility. If an efficient way for predicting the
behavior of P0 and L can be developed, the linear analysis results can become a good
preliminary design tool for estimating ingestion susceptibility.
7.3.4 Criterion for ingestion for unsteady flow
The linear analysis can be extended to unsteady situations, in which the pressure
disturbance at the purge slot exit is imposed by both NGV and rotor. Under the
linear assumptions of the analysis, the two contributions are additive, resulting in the
cumulative rotor-frame pressure field given in Eqn. (7.21)
P ′(x, y) = PR0e
(
2pi
λR
)
x+i
(
2pi
λR
)
y︸ ︷︷ ︸
P ′R(x,y)
+PV 0e
(
2pi
λV
)
x+i
(
2pi
λV
)
y+i
(
2piΩV rhub
λV
)
t︸ ︷︷ ︸
P ′V (x,y)
(7.21)
where PR0 and PV 0 are the amplitudes of the pressure disturbances imposed on the
purge slot exit by the rotor and vane respectively, λR and λV are the rotor and vane
pitches, and ΩV is the angular speed of the vane in the rotating frame. The pressure
disturbance is expressed in the rotating frame, making the vane contribution an un-
steady one. In the absence of a more precise estimate of the pressure disturbances,
we will use constant values for PR0 and PV 0, and assumed an upstream influence (into
the cavity) with length scale equal to the pressure disturbance’s y-length scale (i.e.
λR, and λV ). As a first approximation, we will take PR0 = PV 0 = P0, where P0 is the
rotor upstream influence at the location of the purge slot, obtained by the procedure
illustrated in Fig. 7-8.
Linearizing the unsteady momentum equation leads to Eqn. (7.22),
∂W ′x
∂t
+W x
∂W ′x
∂x
+W y
∂W ′x
∂y
= −1
ρ
∂P ′R
∂x
− 1
ρ
∂P ′V
∂x
(7.22)
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Because the two terms on the right-hand-side, pertaining to P ′R and P
′
V respectively,
are linearly independent, it is possible to obtain a solution to this differential equation
using superposition. Finding solutions that will independently satisfy each of the two
right-hand-side terms, and using superposition results in Eqn. (7.23)
W ′x =
(
P ′R
ρW x
) −1
1 + iW y
Wx
+
(
P ′V
ρW x
) −1
1 + i
(
W y
Wx
− ΩV rhub
Wx
) (7.23)
This time-dependent perturbation in W ′x is illustrated for the case of mf = 2%,
sf = 50% in Fig. 7-13. The spacial coordinate in this surface plot is normalized by
rotor pitch, and the temporal coordinate by the blade passing period, λR
Ωrhub
. For a
closer look, we can take temporal slices of this plot at regular intervals, as in Fig. 7-14.
The corresponding pressure disturbance at these instances is also shown for reference.
Taking the maximum response over a given period of time, as illustrated in Fig. 7-
14, provides us with the criterion for ingestion in unsteady conditions. The result is
given in Fig. 7-15(b) and compared to the steady situation presented earlier, in which
there is only a pressure disturbance due to the rotor upstream influence (Fig. 7-15(a)).
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Figure 7-14: instantaneous disturbance in unsteady P ′, and correspond-
ing response in W ′x.
The unsteady result now exhibits two peaks in susceptibility to ingestion - one at rim
speed swirl and one at no swirl. This is because at rim speed swirl purge flow tracks
the rotor pressure disturbance, while at zero swirl it locks into the NGV pressure
disturbance. Because we arbitrarily chose the same amplitude for both disturbances,
the two peaks are of equal height. Note that the difference in blade to vane pitch
has no impact on the result. This is because the upstream influence, and the blade
passing time, scale with pitch in the same way, therefore blade pitch drops out of the
analysis (recall Eqn. (7.8)).
In general, the NGV and rotor pressure disturbances are not of the same ampli-
tude, with PV 0 > PR0 being the usual case
4. Figure 7-15(c) shows how the ingestion
criterion is modified when PV 0 = 2P0. Under these conditions, swirling purge flow
is actually beneficial, not only for reducing purge flow losses, but also for improving
sealing effectiveness and reducing purge flow requirement.
4Personal correspondence with Dr. David Little, Siemens Energy
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Figure 7-15: contours of −W
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under steady and unsteady conditions.
7.4 Summary of Ingestion due to Swirl
It was found that, under the conditions of circumferentially non-uniform static pres-
sure due to the rotor blades’ upstream influence, higher mass fractions of purge
air are required to seal the same cavity if purge flow is swirled. This is because,
for non-swirled purge flow, relative motion of purge flow with respect to the rotor-
synchronized pressure non-uniformity results in an averaging effect, analogous to that
experienced by a spring-mass-damper system forced at a high frequency. This bene-
ficial averaging effect is reduced as purge flow swirl approaches rim speed and locks
step with the pressure non-uniformity. Time scale estimates and a linear analysis
confirmed this hypothesis. A parametric study, based on the transfer functions ob-
tained through the linear analysis, suggests that reducing gap width is a plausible way
to improve sealing effectiveness without compromising efficiency. This leads to the
proposition of two strategies for addressing purge flow losses: (i) improve purge flow
loss characteristics by increasing sf and compensate for reduced sealing effectiveness
by reducing gf , or (ii) reduce gf in order to minimize purge flow requirement, which
will in turn reduce purge flow losses directly
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However, in representative turbomachines, ingestion is driven by an unsteady pres-
sure disturbance that is usually dominated by the pressure non-uniformity introduced
by the NGV. Under these conditions, swirling purge flow is actually beneficial, both
for reducing purge flow losses and for improving sealing effectiveness.
Further work needs to be done to assess the linear analysis results for unsteady flow
against CFD or experiments. There is also a need to formulate an explanation for the
reduced upstream influence, and the non-monotonic scaling of pressure disturbance
amplitude, as a function of purge flow swirl.
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Chapter 8
Unsteady Effects on Purge Flow
Loss
The results presented in chapters 4-6 are based on an investigation of purge flow
injection into a steady turbine mainstream flow. The inherent unsteadiness in tur-
bomachinery was factored out through the use of a mixing plane downstream of the
NGV. The logical next step would thus be to determine the effect of flow unsteadiness
on purge flow losses. Likewise, the results from the linear analysis of ingestion, in the
presence of unsteady NGV-rotor interaction, must also be assessed against unsteady
computations.
This chapter will formulate guidelines for investigating unsteady effects on loss.
Two approaches for determining time-average loss in unsteady flow will be developed.
These will be applied to unsteady computational results, providing a preliminary
assessment of flow unsteadiness on purge flow-induced losses. The unsteady results
are from a turbine stage of a different design1, and are presented here as a prelude to
future work.
1These results are from an earlier study on purge flow sealing effectiveness, done at the University
of Bath
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8.1 First Approach for Determining Loss in Un-
steady Flow: Appropriate Averaging of En-
tropy
In unsteady flow situations, one is generally interested in time-averaged effects. In
addition, dealing with flow non-uniformity requires appropriate spacial averaging as
well. This section will present the appropriate combination of spacial and temporal
averaging of entropy, for the purpose of determining turbine losses in situations where
thermal mixing is negligible.
8.1.1 Appropriate averaging of entropy for unsteady flow
As noted in chapter 3, only entropy generated due to viscous effects is relevant to
turbine performance. However, in the absence of secondary air steams, the entropy
generated due to thermal mixing is negligible. This allows change in entropy to serve
as a direct measure of turbine performance.
For steady non-uniform flow through a turbomachine, entropy can be mass-averaged
at any axial location using Eqn. (8.1)
sma =
∫
sdm˙∫
dm˙
=
∫
A sρVx dA∫
A ρVx dA
(8.1)
The change in mass-averaged entropy, relative to a reference inlet plane, reflects the
increase in loss. As discussed in [15], mass-averaging is appropriate in this context
because entropy is a convected quantity. One can interpret this averaging procedure
as a substitution of the original, non-uniform flow, with one that is uniform, but
retains the same mass flux and entropy flux. Therefore, Eqn. (8.1) is simply a way of
computing a specific quantity from the entropy flux and mass flux of the substitute
flow.
The additional complexity of a time-dependent flow can be dealt with in the same
manner. The objective is now to substitute an unsteady, non-uniform flow, with one
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that is steady and uniform, but has the same mass flux and entropy flux over a given
period of time, ∆t. Computing the flux quantities now involves the additional step
of averaging over time2, resulting in Eqn. (8.2)
s˙ma,ta =
1
∆t
∫
∆t
∫
A sρVx dAdt
1
∆t
∫
∆t
∫
A ρVx dAdt
(8.2)
The order of integration is interchangeable, and practically it is more convenient to
work with Eqn. (8.3)
s˙ma,ta =
∫
A
(
1
∆t
∫
∆t
sρVx dt
)
dA∫
A
(
1
∆t
∫
∆t
ρVx dt
)
dA =
∫
A (sρVx)
ta dA∫
A (ρVx)
ta dA (8.3)
The preceding discussion provides a rational way for simultaneously accomplishing
spacial and temporal averaging of enrtopy. It also emphasizes the general principle
that the time-averaging step should always be applied directly to the quantity that is
desired to be conserved (i.e. entropy and mass flux, rather than the individual flow
variables). Therefore, with regard to volumetric entropy generation rate, the entire
expression for S˙ ′′′visc should be time-averaged as a whole, rather than computing it
from time-averaged velocity gradients.
8.1.2 Demonstration of mass/time-averaged entropy method
for determining loss
Using mass/time-averaged entropy is a relatively straight forward way for keeping
track of total losses. As mentioned, the approach can be used to account for turbine
losses (viscous losses) whenever thermal mixing losses are negligible. One such sit-
uation is the expansion of a single mainstream flow. This section will use unsteady
results from a turbine stage of a different design, obtained at the University of Bath3,
to illustrate the loss accounting procedure. The geometry for the University of Bath
study is illustrated in Fig. 8-1. Note that the rotor is unloaded.
2Note that it is the mass flux and and entropy flux that are time averaged, not the individual
flow variables s, ρ, Vx
3The research topic of that study was purge flow sealing effectiveness for different seal geometries
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(a) Isometric view (b) Meridional view
Figure 8-1: geometry for unsteady results from the university of bath.
Figure 8-2 presents accumulated loss curves for the stage, both from unsteady
and steady calculations. The steady results are from a “frozen rotor” configuration
(hence the subscript “frozen”), in which there is no mixing plane between the NGV
and rotor domains, but the blades are kept at a constant relative position with respect
to one another. The flow exiting the rotor is scaled by an expansion factor in order
to accommodate the pitch change into the rotor, and avoid the need to model more
than one blade passage.
Both total and viscous losses are shown for the frozen rotor configuration, where
the viscous losses are isolated using the approach outlines in chapter 3. The two curves
are indistinguishable, indicating that thermal mixing losses are negligible. Unsteady
mass/time-averaged losses are obtained using Eqn. (8.3), and are also almost identical
to the steady case. The reason for this is that the rotor is unloaded, and the NGV
wake passes through without being distorted or effected in any significant way. This
can be seen from the instantaneous entropy contours at midspan, shown in Fig. 8-3
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Figure 8-2: accumulated loss through university of bath turbine stage
with no purge flow.
Figure 8-3: instantaneous entropy contours at midspan.
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8.1.3 Eliminating thermal mixing loss due to purge flow
When secondary air streams, such as purge flow, are introduced, there is likely to
be a substantial amount of entropy generated due to thermal mixing. However, it is
possible to design computations and experiments in such a way that thermal mixing
losses are negligible, even in the presence of secondary air streams. This would allow
for loss accounting with mass/time-averaged entropy to be applicable.
In review of the discussion in chapter 3, Fig. 8-4(a) shows that independently
expanding two streams with distinct inlet conditions to the same downstream pressure
will lead to a temperature difference between the two exit states. This constitutes a
potential for doing work with a heat engine. Therefore, irreversible thermal mixing
of the hot and cold streams leads to a lost opportunity to do work that is reflected
in the total change in entropy, ∆s. However, Fig. 8-4(b) shows that the potential for
heat engine work can be eliminated if the two stream have the same inlet entropy.
This would mean that any entropy generated in the expansion process will reflect only
the lost opportunity to do expansion work, i.e. the viscous losses that are relevant to
turbine performance. Because purge flow is injected at nearly identical static pressure
as the mainstream flow, examination of the equation of state tells us that matching
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1 2 2’
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Tt2sb
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Figure 8-4: t-s diagram of expansion process of two streams
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loss is normalized by baseline stage loss
the static temperature of the two streams is tantamount to matching their entropy.
sa = sb (8.4a)
cpln (Ta)−Rln (Pa) = cpln (Tb)−Rln (Pa) (8.4b)
To demonstrate that this temperature matching eliminates thermal mixing losses,
we can compare results from steady computations (on the geometry in Fig. 2-1(b) of
chapter 2) with and without a temperature difference between purge and mainstream
flows. Figure 8-5 shows the lost work due to purge flow injection (i.e. losses above
those in the baseline case with no purge flow) for two such cases. Lost work is
calculated both based on the viscous loss accounting method of Eqn. (3.9), and based
on total entropy generated. It is clear that the large thermal mixing loss, reflected
in the difference between the curves based on ∆s and ∆svisc, is eliminated when the
purge-mainstream temperature ratio is set to one4.
4A small amount of entropy is still generated by thermal mixing due to the non-uniformity in
the mainstream flow and due to the thermal boundary layer associated with viscous heating at the
walls
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8.1.4 Consequences of injecting purge flow at a temperature
identical to the main flow temperature
Injecting purge flow at the mainstream static temperature does indeed eliminate any
entropy generation due to thermal mixing, between purge and mainstream flows.
However, it is important to realize that a higher purge flow temperature implies a
proportionally lower purge flow density. Steady results, from computations on the
geometry described in chapter 2 Fig. 2-1(b), will be used to illustrate the unintended
consequences of lowering purge flow density. It will be shown that these consequences
are of secondary importance, in the context of the purge flow losses we are interested
in.
The first unintended consequence, of injecting purge flow at a higher tempera-
ture, and hence lower density, is higher purge flow meridional velocity. Figure 8-6(a)
demonstrates that, for the same purge flow parameters (mf, sf, gf, φ), higher purge
flow temperatures result in a 40% increase in mass-averaged axial and radial purge
flow velocities at the exit of the purge slot. Fortunately, as it was established in
chapter 5, the radial and axial components of purge flow velocity are relatively unim-
portant. They play a role in shear layer loss only, which was shown (by the mixed-out
conrtol volume analysis in chapter 5) to scale with the square of the component-wise
velocity deficit between purge and mainstream flow. Figure 8-6(a) shows that the
velocity deficit in the circumferential direction, ∆Vθ, is significantly greater than that
in the axial and radial directions. When these velocity deficits are squared, corre-
sponding to the terms in the expression for mixed-out shear layer loss in Eqn. (5.1),
Fig. 8-6(b) shows that the change in radial and axial velocity deficit will modify the
shear layer loss by no more than 6% (which translates to 3% of purge flow losses).
The second unintentional consequence of higher purge flow density, is a change in
the baroclinic torque experienced by non-uniform density fluid in a pressure gradient.
Figure 8-7 illustrates an isosurface of 10% purge air mass fraction, showing clearly
how purge air becomes entrained in the passage vortex. This is a phenomenon that
has also been observed in [5][18][2][4]. Under realistic conditions, where purge flow
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Figure 8-6: purge-mainstream axial, radial and circumferential veloc-
ity deficits, and their relative contributions to shear layer loss, for
Tb
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= 0.6 and Tb
Ta
= 1.
temperatures are substantially lower than the mainstream, there is a density gradient
pointing approximately towards the center of the passage vortex. This density gra-
dient is normal to the streamwise pressure gradient, resulting in a baroclinic torque
that generates vorticity. For an incompressible fluid with no body forces and viscous
forces, taking the curl of the momentum equation results in an expression for the rate
of change of vorticity[16] containing the term 1
ρ2
(∇ρ×∇P )
D~ω
Dt
= (~ω · ∇) ~V + 1
ρ2
(∇ρ×∇P ) (8.5)
Therefore, for the idealized vortex cross sections in Fig. 8-7, circumferential vorticity
will be generated around the vortex, manifested as a slowing down of the vortex
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Figure 8-7: schematic of density gradient, pressure gradient and re-
sulting vorticity generation due to baroclinic torque.
core. This effect not only generates an axial but also a radial velocity gradient, as a
consequence of of the blockage effect discussed in chapter 5. Both of these gradients
contribute to viscous entropy generation. This phenomenon will not be present if the
density gradient is eliminated, as in the case of purge flow injected at the mainstream
static temperature. Therefore, there is the concern that eliminating this baroclinic
torque will lead to a change in loss that is simply an artifact of injecting purge flow
at an unrealistic temperature.
The sequence of events described are indeed observed when comparing the com-
puted results for a case with and without temperature difference between purge and
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Figure 8-8: Blade-to-blade profiles of mass fraction, density, stream-
wise velocity and volumetric entropy generation rate, along a line
of constant radius cutting through passage vortex core, on the axial
plane x/cx = 0.8
mainstream flows. Figure 8-8(a) shows the distribution of purge air from blade-to-
blade, along a line of constant radius cutting through the passage vortex core, at
an axial plane of x/cx = 0.8. Figure 8-8(b) shows significantly lower density in the
passage vortex core for the case of Tb/Ta = 1. As suggested by Eqn. (8.5), Fig. 8-
8(c) shows increased streamwise velocity in the vortex core, and Fig. 8-8(d) shows
a decrease in entropy generation rate. However, although the absence of baroclinic
torque does modify the secondary flow loss, this effect is small. Figure 8-9 demon-
strates that S˙ ′′′visc in the hub secondary flow region on the plane x/cx = 0.8 is only
slightly modified. Integrating S˙ ′′′visc over the area in the dashed bounding box results
in less that 3% difference between the case with and without purge flow temperature
difference.
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(a) TbTa = 0.6 (b)
Tb
Ta
= 1
Figure 8-9: entropy generation rate per unit volume in region “B” of
fig. 5-2(a) on the plane x/cx = 0.8
8.1.5 Summary of first approach for determining loss in un-
steady flow
It was shown that mass-averaging in unsteady flow situations involves an additional
time-averaging step. The rationale behind mass/time-averaging of entropy is ex-
pressed in the substitution of a non-uniform unsteady flow with one that is uniform
and steady, but has the same mass flux and entropy flux. It is crucial that the time-
averaging step is applied directly to the quantities that are to be conserved in the
substitution - in this case mass flux and entropy flux.
Change in mass/time-averaged entropy reflects both viscous and thermal mixing
losses. If thermal mixing losses are negligible, this approach can be used as a measure
of turbine performance. Situations in which thermal mixing losses can be neglected
include single stream expansion processes, as well as multi-stream expansion precesses
in which all streams have the same inlet entropy. The next section will develop another
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approach for loss accounting in unsteady turbine flows. This second approach will
provide a means for isolating viscous losses in unsteady flow situations, when thermal
mixing losses can no longer be neglected.
8.2 Second Approach for Determining Loss in Un-
steady Flow: Appropriate Averaging of Tem-
perature and Pressure
In chapter 3 a method for isolating entropy generated by viscous effects, ∆svisc, was
presented. The method relied on appropriate spacial averaging of flow quantities. By
work-averaging stagnation pressure and mass-averaging stagnation temperature, it
was possible to replace a non-uniform flow with an equivalent uniform flow that had
the same potential for doing expansion work. The averaging procedure eliminated the
potential for doing work with a heat engine, operating between hot and cold streams.
Consequently, any thermal mixing losses were factored out, and the viscous losses
relevant to turbine performance were isolated. This section will extend this approach
to unsteady flow.
8.2.1 Appropriate averaging of temperature and pressure for
unsteady flow
Consider an unsteady, non-uniform flow through an axial cross section of a turbine.
Such a flow is characterized by stagnation quantities, Tt and Pt, that are functions
of space and time. This flow is expanded to an arbitrary downstream pressure, Pt2,
and its power output is averaged over the time period, ∆t. Given this unsteady, non-
uniform flow, we seek an equivalent steady, uniform flow that conserves mass and
energy, and produces the same amount of work over the interval ∆t. The concept
of such a substitution is an extension of Cumpsty and Horlock’s[15] work-averaging
method, with applications to unsteady flows.
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As discussed in [15], because temperature is proportional to enthalpy - a convected
quantity - in steady flow, non-uniform stagnation temperature is mass-averaged. In
unsteady flow, the time-averaging step is applied in the same way as it was for entropy
in the previous section, i.e.
Tma,tat =
∫
A (TtρVx)
ta dA∫
A (ρVx)
ta dA (8.6)
Note that that mass/time-averaging of stagnation temperature ensures that mass flux
and enthalpy flux are conserved (Appendix D illustrates this in more detail).
To obtain a meaningful average of stagnation pressure, which to assign to the
substitute uniform flow, we enforce the additional constraint on work output. It is
desired that, when expanded to the same arbitrary downstream pressure, the substi-
tute flow (which is steady and uniform) has the same power output as that of the
unsteady flow, averaged over the time period ∆t. Appendix D illustrates how this
condition can be used to derive the expression for work/time-averaged stagnation
pressure given in Eqn. (8.7)
Pwa,tat =

∫
A (TtρVx)
ta dA∫
A
(
Tt/P
γ−1
γ
t ρVx
)ta
dA

γ
γ−1
(8.7)
Mass/time-averaging of stagnation temperature and work/time-averaging of stag-
nation pressure can be performed at any axial cut through the turbine stage. This
provides a meaningful average flow, which is steady and uniform, to which Eqn. (3.9)
can be applied to yield viscous lost work.
8.2.2 A preliminary assessment of flow unsteadiness on purge
flow-induced losses
Using this approach for isolating viscous losses, it is possible analyze the unsteady
results from the University of Bath study that include purge flow. Figure 8-10 com-
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Figure 8-10: accumulated loss through university of bath turbine stage,
with 3% purge flow.
pares the viscous losses (∆svisc) from frozen rotor and unsteady calculations. The
total losses (∆s), based on mass/time-averaged entropy, are also plotted for reference.
It can be seen that, unlike the baseline case with no purge flow (Fig. 8-2), when
purge flow is injected there is a substantial difference in the viscous loss generated
downstream of the purge slot, between the steady and unsteady configurations. Loss
accounting using mass/time-averaged entropy confirms this, though differences in
thermal mixing losses add to the disparity in that situation5. Once again, it is em-
phasized that these results are only preliminary. A detailed study of the unsteady
effects on purge flow losses is a necessary next step to this research topic.
5The reason for the different thermal mixing losses between frozen rotor and unsteady configu-
rations is that purge flow was injected at a different temperature in each of the two cases
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8.3 Summary of Unsteady Effects
This chapter was designed to provide guidelines for future work with unsteady results,
with the aim of identifying the unsteady effects on purge flow loss. Two approaches to
quantifying turbine losses, in the presence of unsteady NGV-rotor interaction, have
been outlined. The first uses appropriate averaging of entropy. This approach is
applicable in situations when thermal mixing losses are negligible. It was shown how
computations involving secondary air streams can be design to satisfy this condition.
The second approach builds upon the method for isolating viscous losses discussed in
chapter 3. The concepts of mass-averaged stagnation temperature and work-averaged
stagnation pressure are extended to unsteady flow. Both methods were applied to
unsteady results from a previous study at the University of Bath. Although the
geometry for this study differs substantially from the one used in the current project,
preliminary results indicate that flow unsteadiness can have a large impact of the
losses associated with purge flow injection. However, further work is needed to identify
what these unsteady effects are.
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Chapter 9
Conclusion
This chapter will review the objectives of the current work, as well as the approach
taken to address these objectives. The key findings will be summarized, and sugges-
tions for future work will be given.
9.1 Objectives and Approach
The goal of this research effort was to identify the characteristics of purge flow that
are most detrimental to turbine performance, in order to provide design guidelines
for improvements in efficiency. The effect of purge flow design on the system’s ability
to deter ingestion of hot mainstream gases, was taken into account in assessing the
possible strategies for minimizing purge flow-induced losses. Relative to the existing
body of literature on the subject, the current work focuses more on the traceability
and causality of losses, producing generic findings with regard to purge flow loss
mechanisms.
Technical aspects of the approach and tools used to accomplish the research objec-
tives also constitute original contributions. In particular, multiple levels of modeling
were used to systematically delineate between different loss mechanisms. A way for
isolating viscous losses was developed, using appropriate averaging of flow quanti-
ties. Volumetric entropy generation rate was used, in conjunction with a rigorous
definition of secondary flow, to relate loss generation to responsible flow features. To
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the author’s knowledge, the linear analysis, developed for identifying the conditions
under which ingestion is likely to occur, is also new. Finally, a framework has been
formulated for loss accounting in unsteady, non-uniform flow situations.
9.2 Key Findings
The key findings of this work include new insight into mechanisms for loss generation,
and for ingestion of mainstream gases. These provide a basis for a design philosophy,
as summarized below:
1. For purge flow injected at the hub, every 1% purge flow increases baseline stage
losses by roughly 8%. This penatly is associated with three effects: a shear layer
between purge and mainstream flows (which accounts for 1/2 of the penalty),
interaction of purge flow with secondary flows through the blade passage, and
an increased degree of reaction.
2. Purge flow injected from the shroud upstream of an unshrouded rotor introduces
the beneficial effect of tip-clearance flow suppression. Consequently, shroud-
injected purge flow does not result in significant losses.
3. Aside from the change in reaction, all of the above effects are driven by cir-
cumferential (swirl) velocity mismatch between purge and mainstream flows.
Swirling purge flow prior to injection can potentially reduce losses of hub-
injected purge flow by 2/3. Swirling shroud-injected purge flow does not result
in significant benefit, as there is a tradeoff between purge flow losses and tip
clearance flow suppression.
4. Gap width and injection angle are not effective design parameters for mitigating
loss. Their combined effect can reduce purge flow losses by 5-6% only.
5. In the presence of a circumferential pressure non-uniformity associated with
the rotor upstream influence, pre-swirling purge flow has the effect of reducing
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sealing effectiveness. The increased requirement for purge flow essentially off-
sets the benefit of pre-swirling. However, a linear analysis of the phenomenon
demonstrates that, if it is the stationary vane that dominates the pressure non-
uniformity in the NGV-rotor gap, pre-swirling of purge flow is beneficial both
with regard to loss and ingestion.
6. Preliminary results indicated that flow unsteadiness has a significant impact on
the losses associated with purge-mainstream flow interaction.
A number of more general findings transcend the issue of purge flow. It was shown
that regardless of whether purge flow is injected or not, blade-to-blade cross flow leads
to high radial velocities generated on the blade suction surface. Specifically, it is the
radial velocity gradient in the cross flow direction that is responsible for the majority
of secondary flow losses. The role of the passage vortex is primarily to serve as a
region of blockage, creating the conditions for high radial velocities to develop. This
new insight has implications on a potential redesign of blade passages to suppress
these radial flows.
It was also found that numerical evaluation of volumetric entropy generation rate
is highly grid dependent. Away from well resolved endwall regions, direct evaluation
of S˙ ′′′gen from velocity and temperature gradients is qualitatively correct, but underes-
timates entropy generation. Indirect evaluation of S˙ ′′′gen, by means of Eqn. (3.15), also
requires high grid resolutions. As a guideline, using wall functions with more than
12 nodal points in the boundary layer allows S˙ ′′′gen to capture wetted losses. To attain
the same level of grid resolution in crucial regions of secondary flow will likely require
an adaptive meshing strategy.
9.3 Future Work
Going forward, the first issue that needs to be addressed is the effect of flow unsteadi-
ness on purge flow losses. The groundwork has already been laid in chapter 8. This
final step, in the incremental modeling of purge flow interaction with main flow, will
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assess the conclusions of this thesis under unsteady conditions. Preliminary results
suggest that flow unsteadiness has a substantial impact of purge flow losses, and the
specific mechanisms responsible need to be identified.
In chapter 7 it was noted that the pressure non-uniformity that drives ingestion
is not entirely imposed by the external flow. The scaling of the pressure disturbance
amplitude, and the associated upstream length scale, was observed but not explained.
A rational explanation, for this coupling between purge flow and the pressure field,
would be useful in improving our understanding of hot gas ingestion. Also, the
ingestion criterion based on the unsteady linear analysis has yet to be assessed against
CFD and/or experimental results.
One of the key conclusions of this work has been the effectiveness of purge flow
swirl, in contrast to gap width and injection angle, as a means for reducing purge
flow losses. Experimental assessment of this trend will be necessary.
Finally, the current work has identified generic purge flow loss mechanisms. The
scaling of these mechanisms with respect to purge flow design parameters was estab-
lished, but a parametric study of the effect of stage parameters on these mechanisms
has yet to be undertaken.
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Appendix A
Implementation of S˙′′′gen indirect
Volumetric entropy generation rate can be calculated indirectly by applying Eqn. (3.15)
on control volumes surrounding each nodal point (finite volumes). The concept is il-
lustrated in two dimensions in Fig. A-1. Nodes at which data is stored define the
vertices of elements. Elements are then discretized into sectors. by associating each
sector with one vertex, a “finite volume” is created around each node, comprised of
sectors from all the elements that node participates in. Surface integrals are dis-
cretized at integration points, located at the center of each surface segment within
an element. Because the surface integrals are equal and opposite for control volumes
adjacent to the integration points, the surface integrals are guaranteed to be locally
Nodes 
Node “i” 
Elements
Sectors
Sector “i”
Finite volume “i” 
Integration points 
for sector “i”
Figure A-1: conservation of flux though finite volume surfaces in 2
dimensions.
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conservative (note that CFX solves equations for mass, momentum and energy, so
only these quantities are strictly conserved).
For hexahedral elements in three dimensions, there are eight nodes (and hence
eight sectors) and six faces per element. The numbering of these nodes and faces in
the local (s,t,u) coordinates of a given element are presented in Fig. A-2.
(a) Node and sector numbering
s
t
u
A5
A6
A2
A4
A3
A1
(b) Element and sector face numbering
Figure A-2: node, sector and face numbering for hexehedral element.
Interpolation of solution variables from nodes to integration points is accomplished
following the procedure of CFX. Finite-element shape functions describe the variation
of a variable φ within an element as follows:
φ =
n∑
i=1
Niφi (A.1)
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where Ni is the shaper function for node i, and φi is the value of φ at node i. The
tri-linear shape functions for a hexahedral element are given in Eqn (A.2)
N1(s, t, u) = (1− s)(1− t)(1− u) (A.2a)
N2(s, t, u) = s(1− t)(1− u) (A.2b)
N3(s, t, u) = st(1− u) (A.2c)
N4(s, t, u) = (1− s)t(1− u) (A.2d)
N5(s, t, u) = (1− s)(1− t)u (A.2e)
N6(s, t, u) = s(1− t)u (A.2f)
N7(s, t, u) = stu (A.2g)
N8(s, t, u) = (1− s)tu (A.2h)
Spatial derivatives, for the diffusion term in Eqn. (3.15), are also calculated at
integration points following the standard finite element approach
∂φ
∂x
=
n∑
i=1
∂Ni
∂x
φi (A.3)
where the Cartesian derivatives of the shape functions can be expressed in terms of
their local derivatives via the Jacobian transformation matrix, as shown in Eqn. (A.4)

∂N
∂x
∂N
∂y
∂N
∂z
 =

∂x
∂s
∂y
∂s
∂z
∂s
∂x
∂t
∂y
∂t
∂z
∂t
∂x
∂u
∂y
∂u
∂z
∂u

−1 
∂N
∂s
∂N
∂t
∂N
∂u
 (A.4)
Unfortunately, CFX does not document the functions used by developers to access
raw solution data, and it was necessary to implement the routines for evaluating
Eqn. (3.15) in Tecplot. An Add-On for Tecplot was written in C for this purpose.
The high level structure of the code is summarized by the flow chart in Fig. A-3
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loop over
zones
loop over
elements
loop over
nodes
query and store solution
data at local element nodes
define sector ver-
tices and faces in lo-
cal (s,t,u) coordinates
loop over
sectors
compute sector face ar-
eas and volumes using
method outlined in [22]
evaluate Jacobian for global
to local coordinate mapping
interpolate solution data
and compute temperature
gradients at integration points
Compute flux of entropy
and heat through sector
faces and store values in
array associated with the
appropriate finite volume
arrange fluxes of entropy
and heat at integration
points, in order of de-
creasing absolute value
sum up re-ordered flux
terms and divide by
volume of finite volume
Figure A-3: flowchart
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Appendix B
Modifications to Young and
Wilcock’s Analysis
B.1 Extension to Swirling Flow
In this appendix, Young and Wilcock’s two dimensional control volume mixed-out
analysis[10] is extended to an axisymmetric swirling flow configuration, result in
Eqn. (5.1). We begin by writing the conservation equations for axial momentum,
angular momentum and energy, for the control volume in Fig. 2-1(a),
m˙a∆Va,x + m˙b∆Vb,x = − m˙a
ρVa,x
∆Pa (B.1)
m˙a∆Va,θ + m˙b∆Vb,θ = 0 (B.2)
m˙a
(
∆ha +
(Va + ∆Va)
2
2
− (Va)
2
2
)
+ m˙b
(
∆hb +
(Vb + ∆Vb)
2
2
− (Vb)
2
2
)
(B.3)
The Second Law of Thermodynamics is
∆S = m˙a∆sa + m˙b∆sb (B.4)
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We assume that m˙b  m˙a, hence the bulk velocity, static temperature and pres-
sure after the mixing, are not much different from Va, Ta and Pa. With this assump-
tion, the following approximations can be made
∆Vb ≈ Va − Vb (B.5)
∆Vb,x ≈ Va,x − Vb,x (B.6)
∆Vb,θ ≈ Va,θ − Vb,θ (B.7)
∆V 2a ≈ 0 (B.8)
∆sb ≈ sb(Ta, Pa)− sb(Tb, Pb) (B.9)
As in Young and Wilcock’s analysis, we combine these equations (now includ-
ing angular momentum) and make use of Ta∆sa = ∆ha − ∆Pa/ρa, resulting in an
expression for the change in entropy (extensive) for the system
∆S =m˙b
[
sb(Ta, Pa)− sb(Tb, Pb)− hb(Ta, Pa)− hb(Tb, Pb)
Ta
]
+ m˙b
[
(Vx,a − Vx,b)2 + (Vr,a − Vr,b)2 + (Vθ,a − Vθ,b)2
2Ta
] (B.10)
By inspection, the first bracket in the Eqn. (B.10) is the lost work associated with
heating up the secondary air stream to the mainstream static temperature without
the use of a heat engine. The second term gives the dissipation of mechanical energy
presented in Eqn. (5.1)
B.2 Extension to Incomplete Mixing
For better agreement between the analytical model and CFD results, the mixed-out
condition can be relaxed. One way to do this is to employ a mixing layer approxi-
mation, in which purge flow is divided into discrete layers, each layer mixing with a
decreasing fraction of the mainstream, as illustrated in Fig. B-1(a). After the mixing
of the top layer at constant area, the mixed-out velocity is used as the new mainstream
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for the mixing of the subsequent layer.
Fraction of 
mainstream air 
involved in mixing
15%
0.6%
Outlet 
M
(a) Partial mixing model
Fraction of mainstream 
air involved in mixing
100%
80%
20%
MM
Outlet 
(b) Main air mass fraction
Figure B-1: mixing layer approximation for incomplete mixing
This approach, and the specific fractions of mainstream air used for each mixing
layer, were motivated by the CFD results of the axisymmetric case. For example, for
a purge flow of mf = 1.5%, it was found that that at the outlet of the axisymmetric
configuration, 98% of the purge flow resides in the lower 15% span. Therfore, the
top mixing layer mixes at most with 15% of the mainstream. Figure B-1(b) shows
that at the exit of the domain, this fluid layer consists of about four times as much
mainstream air as purge air. If we divide the purge flow into 10 equal mixing layers,
for a total purge flow mass fraction of 1.5%, this leads to 0.6% of the mainstream
gases participating in the final mixing layer (the one closest to the hub).
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Appendix C
Evaluating S˙′′′visc in (x, y, z) and
(s′, c′, r′) Coordinates
C.1 Expanding Tensor Notation for S˙ ′′′visc
To write out the terms contributing to S˙ ′′′visc, we must expand the tensor notation in
Eqn. (3.11). We begin with the expression for the stress tensor, τij. This is given in
Eqn. (C.1), where eij is the shear rate tensor and δij is the the Kronecker delta, or
identity matrix.
τij = 2µeffeij − 2
3
µeff
(
∇ · ~V
)
δij (C.1)
The shear rate tensor written in Cartesian coordinates is
eij =
1
2
(
∂Vi
∂xj
+
∂Vj
∂xi
)
=
1
2

2∂Vx
∂x
(
∂Vx
∂y
+ ∂Vy
∂x
) (
∂Vx
∂z
+ ∂Vz
∂x
)(
∂Vy
∂x
+ ∂Vx
∂y
)
2∂Vy
∂y
(
∂Vy
∂z
+ ∂Vz
∂y
)
(
∂Vz
∂x
+ ∂Vx
∂z
) (∂Vy
∂z
+ ∂Vz
∂y
)
2∂Vz
∂z
 (C.2)
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Plugging τij into Eqn. (3.11) and simplifying yields Eqn. (C.3)
S˙ ′′′visc =
1
T
τij
∂Vi
∂xj
=
µeff
T
{
2
[(
∂Vx
∂x
)2
+
(
∂Vy
∂y
)2
+
(
∂Vz
∂z
)2]
+
(
∂Vx
∂y
+
∂Vy
∂x
)2
+
(
∂Vx
∂z
+
∂Vz
∂x
)2
+
(
∂Vy
∂z
+
∂Vz
∂y
)2
− 2
3
(
∂Vx
∂x
+
∂Vy
∂y
+
∂Vz
∂z
)2}
(C.3)
The last term in Eqn. (C.3) is identically zero for incompressible flow, and is often
neglected. This term was confirmed to be negligible for all cases presented in this
thesis. In the alternate Cartesian coordinate system, (s′, c′, r′), the expression for
S˙ ′′′visc takes the form given in Eqn. (5.2)
C.2 Velocity Gradients in (s′, c′, r′)-Coordinates
Equation. (5.2) requires gradients of Vs′ , Vc′ and Vr′ in the s
′, c′ and r′ directions.
However, CFX outputs only velocity gradients in standard (x, y, z) coordinates. To
obtain the desired gradients, one can make use of the linear transformation defined
by the rotation matrix B, which was also presented in Fig. 5-6(b).
B =

cosβ −sinβ 0
sinβ cosβ 0
0 0 1
 (C.4)
where β is the angle between the local streamwise direction and the axial. This
transformation can be used to map any vector from (x, y, z)-space to (s′, c′, r′)-space,
including both velocity and gradients of velocity components. In Fig. 5-6(b) of chap-
ter 5, this mapping was applied to velocity; here we express the transpose of that
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result
[
V ′s V
′
c V
′
r
]
=
[
Vx Vy Vz
]
BT (C.5)
The transformation can also be applied to the gradient operator
∂
∂s′
∂
∂c′
∂
∂r′
 = B

∂
∂x
∂
∂y
∂
∂z
 (C.6)
Combining Eqn. (C.5) and Eqn. (C.6) yields a relationship between the desired gra-
dients of velocity in (s′, c′, r′)-space and the available gradients of velocity in (x, y, z)-
space 
∂V ′s
∂s′
∂V ′c
∂s′
∂V ′r
∂s′
∂V ′s
∂c′
∂V ′c
∂c′
∂V ′r
∂c′
∂V ′s
∂r′
∂V ′c
∂r′
∂V ′r
∂r′
 = B

∂Vx
∂x
∂Vy
∂x
∂Vz
∂x
∂Vx
∂y
∂Vy
∂y
∂Vz
∂y
∂Vx
∂z
∂Vy
∂z
∂Vz
∂z
BT (C.7)
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Appendix D
Averaging of Unsteady
Non-uniform Flow in
Turbomachines
Consider an unsteady, non-uniform flow through an axial plane. Such a flow is char-
acterized by stagnation quantities, Tt and Pt that are functions of space and time.
This flow is expanded to an arbitrary downstream pressure, Pt2, and its power output
is averaged over the time period, ∆t. Given this unsteady, non-uniform flow, we seek
an equivalent steady, uniform flow that conserves mass and energy, and produces the
same amount of work over the interval ∆t. The concept of such a substitution is an
extension of Cumpsty and Horlock’s[15] averaging procedure to unsteady flow.
To begin, we obtain the mass flux of the substitute uniform flow, by time-averaging
mass flux through a the axial plane, using Eqn. (D.1)
m˙ta =
1
∆t
∫
∆t
∫
A
ρVx dAdt (D.1)
To obtain the stagnation temperature for the uniform flow, we make sure that
the enthalpy flux, H˙, is the same as that of the unsteady flow, averaged over the
interval ∆t. As discussed in [15], because temperature is proportional to enthalpy -
a convected quantity - in steady flow, non-uniform stagnation temperature is mass-
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averaged. For unsteady flow, Eqn. (D.2) uses the same thought process to simulta-
neously accomplish mass and time-averaging.
T˙ma,ta =
H˙ ta
cpm˙ta
=
1
m˙ta
1
∆t
∫
∆t
∫
A
TtρVx dAdt (D.2)
To fix the state of the substitute flow, we can obtain an appropriate average
for stagnation pressure, by following the derivation for work-averaged pressure in
steady flow[15] as a guideline. The flow at at each time instant can be expanded to
the some uniform downstream pressure, which would result in instantaneous power
output amounting to W˙ = H˙t2 − H˙t. Using the isentropic flow relation, given in
Eqn. (3.1) of chapter 3, and time-averaging over the instantaneous power values,
results in Eqn. (D.3)
W˙ ta =
1
∆t
∫
∆t
(
H˙t2 − H˙t
)
dt
=
1
∆t
∫
∆t
∫
A
cpTt
[(
Pt2
Pt
) γ
γ−1
− 1
]
ρVx dAdt (D.3)
The time-averaged power can also be expressed in terms of the equivalent steady,
uniform flow that we seek as a substitute. Using the expressions for m˙ta and T˙ma,ta
already derived, we arrive at Eqn. (D.4)
W˙ ta = m˙tacpT
ma,ta
t
[(
Pt2
Pwa,tat
) γ
γ−1
− 1
]
= cp
1
∆t
∫
∆t
∫
A
TtρVx dAdt
[(
Pt2
Pwa,tat
) γ
γ−1
− 1
]
(D.4)
Equating the two expressions for W˙ ta, given in Eqn. (D.3) and Eqn. (D.4), ensures
that the power output of the substitute steady, uniform flow, is equivalent to that of
the unsteady, non-uniform flow, on a time-averaged basis. Some brief algebra results
an expression for the only unknown, Pwa,tat , which is given in Eqn. (D.5)
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Pwa,tat =
 ∫∆t∫A TtρVx dAdt∫
∆t
∫
A Tt/P
γ−1
γ
t ρVx dAdt

γ
γ−1
(D.5)
Note that the order in which the integrations are done is interchangeable. De-
pending on the post-processing software used, it may be convenient to do the time-
averaging step first, as in Eqn. D.6
Pwa,tat =
 ∫A
∫
∆t TtρVx dt
∆t
dA∫
A
∫
∆t Tt/P
γ−1
γ
t ρVx dt
∆t
dA

γ
γ−1
=

∫
A (TtρVx)
ta dA∫
A
(
Tt/P
γ−1
γ
t ρVx
)ta
dA

γ
γ−1
(D.6)
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